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“Oh my gosh! LOOK!” 

Eleven first-graders race to join their classmate under an ancient knobbed oak. He is squatting over a line of ants that are                      

carrying small bits of something white into a hole in the ground. They watch the ants with the urgency of explorers                     

discovering an alien civilization. It’s as if they have never seen ants before, which I know is not true at all. We have seen                        

them in our classroom on this very day. But these ants are different. These are in the canyon, and the canyon is our special                        

place. 

In the summer of 2010, I was considering a job as a science teacher at a small private school. As a long-time                      

environmental educator and garden teacher, I had spent much of my career linking indoor and outdoor learning. I was                   

excited by the fact that one of the units I would teach, if I accepted the job, was Ecology—perfect for outdoor learning, if                       

only I could get my students out of the classroom and into the natural world. 

Taking a walk around the neighborhood, I saw that in back of the park next to the school, the earth dropped away into a                        

broad, sloping canyon, which ended in a busy street. It was an entrance to Tecolote Canyon—trashy, scraped bare and left                    

for the colonization of weeds. But the slope had a few healthy stands of native plants—lemonadeberry, chamise, buckwheat                  

and sagebrush—all evidence that underneath the thrashed veneer, a healthy ecosystem still struggled to exist. I walked                 

farther into the neighborhood and found more canyon access points that led to trickling creeks, oak woodlands, and                  

chaparral and coastal sage scrub ecosystems. All were within walking distance of the school. 

  

 

 

  



  

Back in my classroom-to-be, I considered a wall of shiny textbooks and the expectation that textbooks, vocabulary quizzes,                  

tests and lab reports were traditionally a part of the school’s science curriculum. Somehow, I would need to meet those                    

expectations while pursuing the project-based learning I felt best served students. A vague idea began to form in my mind                    

of using the canyon for a project. I accepted the job the next day, on the condition that I be allowed to take children into                         

the canyon on a regular basis. My experiment with place-based learning had begun. 

Place-Based Learning 

Place-based learning is the study of a particular place as an organizing and driving factor in a project-based learning                   

classroom. According to the Center for Eco-literacy, “Place-based learning begins with asking questions such as, ‘Where                

am I? What is the natural and social history of this place? How does this place fit into the larger world?’” 

Place-based learning seemed like the perfect method for studying ecology, since ecology is the study of the relationships                  

between living and nonliving things in a specific place. For my science students, grades 1-8, using a specific natural place                    

in our community— Tecolote Canyon—as both a subject and place of study could provide us with an ever-changing, living                   

textbook from which to learn basic ecological concepts and develop a relationship with the natural world. 

Ask any adult who feels connected and concerned about the environment how they developed that connection, and                 

chances are they will mention a specific place—generally a small one—and a large amount of free time. For Richard Louv,                    

San Diego author of Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature Deficit Disorder, that place was the                    

intersection of suburbia, woods and farmland in his Missouri backyard, where he could play alone in nature for hours. For                    

me, that place was a small, verdant pocket between my yard and the next in suburban Philadelphia. It was green and                     

moist, rocky and private, and it smelled like soil. 

For children, developing a relationship with our big planet comes from small, specific encounters. We see, smell and touch                   

the shelf fungus decomposing a fallen log and see a flower springing from the enriched soil—and we understand the cycle                    

of life and death. We watch a hawk circle, dive, and flap off with a struggling snake—and the thrill we feel embeds the                       

concept of energy flow in our minds and our guts. We sit in silence and listen to a brook trickle by, our own breath joining                         

the breeze, and we feel connected to a place and a planet. Developing a relationship with a place that encompasses our                     

minds, hearts and bodies is what place-based learning is all about. 

Creating a Project out of a Place 

Never having done a place-based learning project before, I was driven by instinct and by the canyon itself. I wrote down                     

what I already knew about the canyon, what I wondered about, and all the different ways I imagined we could learn about                      

the canyon. How was it formed geologically? What animals and plants lived in this particular canyon? Why was it                   

disturbed in some areas, and a healthy ecosystem in others? What was the canyon’s history? How did water drain through                    

the canyon? How polluted is the canyon, and what and where does the pollution come from? Who uses the canyon and                     

who takes care of it? What endangers the canyon? How do the issues facing the canyon relate to larger ecological issues                     

such as global climate change? 

I wrote down every person I could think of who might be able to help my project go from an idea to a reality. I emailed                          

rangers from the City of San Diego, friends who are botanists, volunteers from the California Native Plant Society, staff                   

members at the Audubon Society, San Diego Canyonlands, the Natural History Museum, San Diego Children and Nature,                 

Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Tecolote Nature Center and Friends of Rose Canyon. From each one, I asked for                    

ideas as to how they would use the canyon in a months-long study with grades 1–8. They sent back ideas for bird watching,                       



plant restoration, canyon clean-ups, and studies of Kumeyaay Indians and art. 

I wrote down an outline of what a study of the canyon might look like, and all the things it could include: 

Government: 

take class to a City Council debate on an environmental issue. 

Natural History: 

check out taxidermied animals and pelts from the Natural History Museum’s loan library. 

Bird Watching: 

go on a birding hike with an Audubon volunteer. 

Art: 

draw the canyon as it changes over the months. 

Writing: 

use Basho’s Narrow Road to the Deep North as a basis for writing nature haikus. 

Service Learning: 

take out invasive plants and trash; restore a section of canyon. 

Hydrology: 

do water testing for pollutants; follow the creek from street drains to the bay. 

History: 

interview the people who helped save the canyon. 

Sociology: 

survey canyon neighbors about how they use the canyon. Collaboration: work with other schools to create a                 

garden to attract wildlife to restored areas. 

Evaluation, Communication: 

exhibit work in a public place, both on the internet and at an event. 

With so many ideas pouring through my brain, I needed a realistic timeline and structure. Since Ecology was only one of                     

seven units I was required to teach, I figured I could spend six weeks on it. Between September 15 and November 23, I                       

would take middle schoolers, who had science daily, to the canyon every week. The elementary school students, who only                   



had science twice a week, would visit the canyon every other week. 

I marked December 1st
as an end date for the unit, and as a target date for an exhibition of learning. I called the Tecolote                         

Nature Center and arranged to hold the exhibition there, so that students would have a real audience for sharing what they                     

learned. Now I had a framework from which to work. 

Using the middle school textbooks, I identified key ecological concepts I would need to cover over the course of the unit. I                      

considered how I could use visits to the canyon to teach these concepts. Then I considered how we could also examine                     

global ecological issues through the lens of our little canyon. 

Into the Outdoors 

Students, administration, teachers and parents were overwhelmingly excited about having students get out of the               

classroom and into the canyon. Most had never hiked in our urban canyons, though many lived within walking distance of                    

one. But canyon visits also needed the intellectual underpinning of lessons. 

Each week, I would teach a new concept in the classroom, using a storybook, film, readings from the textbook or sections                     

of commercially available books. I began with the abiotic, or nonliving, elements of the canyon. We looked at soil,                   

experimented with different types of soil, and checked out what soil is made of. Then we went into the canyon to see what                       

abiotic elements existed in our canyon—soil, water, weather, wind, and sun. 

We went on to study plants next, and looked at what qualities, or adaptations, plants had to have in order to survive within                       

the abiotic elements of the canyon. We went into the canyon and looked for native plants, and non-native plants. We                    

studied how non-native plants affect an ecosystem. 

Next we studied the animals of the ecosystem, using taxidermy models as well as a few live critters. We went into the                      

canyon to look for animals and signs of animals. We went on bird walks with Audubon Society volunteers. We learned                    

about the canyon’s food web, how energy flows from the sun to producers, consumers and decomposers in an ecosystem,                   

and how everything is recycled in nature. 

We connected the canyon to the larger ecological issue of waste through a field trip to the Miramar Landfill. We compared                     

nature’s method of recycling (decompositon) with our own urban methods. Then we returned to school to dig through our                   

own trash and see what we throw away and recycle. Drawing on their feelings of shock at seeing the amount of garbage our                       

city throws away, middle school students created films, power points and letters to the principal about what they learned                   

and how they would like to see trash handled at our school. 

To help children understand the history of our canyon, we invited two local conservation volunteers to visit our classroom.                   

Eloise Battle, an 80-something dynamo who saved Tecolote Canyon from destruction in the 1970s, was joined by Debbie                  

Knight, who is trying to save Rose Canyon from development today. They shared not only their love for their canyons, but                     

what they have had to do to save these open spaces. 

Unplanning and the Art of Being 

While each week and each visit to the canyon had a focus, a good deal of canyon time was also open for spontaneous                       

learning opportunities. Raccoon tracks and a partially eaten crayfish by the creek led to a discussion of the food chain in                     

the riparian, or creekside, habitat. Avoiding a patch of poison oak led to a vigorous debate about “good” and “bad” plants                     

and point of view. And oil floating on top of the creek demonstrated how larger ecological issues—such as the recent Gulf                     

oil spill—can be seen on a small scale in the canyon. While none of these lessons were planned, each took advantage of the                       

“wow” factor of science—the thrill and wonder of experiencing something new. 



Art and science intertwined naturally in the canyon. Early in the project, we talked about how scientists and artists both                    

look at details and notice connections between things. In order to look and listen carefully, students often sat apart from                    

one another and drew what they saw—sometimes fine details, and at other times broad landscapes. An artist joined us one                    

day and helped students draw contours and panoramas of the canyon. At other times, students found quiet places to                   

listen, and then wrote poems about what they noticed. The students’ ability to sit quietly and listen carefully-–                  

rambunctious first graders to chatty middle schoolers—felt amazing and magical and transformative. 

Authentic Assessment 

In addition to traditional tests, quizzes and vocabulary for the middle schoolers, each student chose some aspect of the                   

canyon to study and report on. Middle schoolers chose global ecological issues and solutions, and created presentations                 

describing how these issues affect both the world on a global scale, and Tecolote Canyon on a local level. Elementary                    

students created reports, paintings and paper-mache sculptures of canyon animals. 

At our final exhibition of learning at the Tecolote Nature Center, students displayed their work, talked to adults from the                    

school and community about their projects, and shared their love of the canyon with anyone who would listen. In the end,                     

the canyon’s rangers chose fifteen projects to continue to display at the nature center, so that more people would have a                     

chance to learn from the students. 

 

Uplifted by a Special Place 

For students, parents and teacher, Tecolote Canyon became more than a place to learn science. It became a place to                    

directly experience earth’s amazing capacity for renewal—and to renew ourselves in the process. It became a place to                  

measure our own impact on the world. It became the place where many students developed their first relationship with a                    

healthy planet. When vocabulary words and test results fade from my students’ minds, I hope that a gut-level, heart-felt                   

connection to one special place remains. As Richard Louv wrote in Last Child in the Woods, “If, when we were young, we                      

tramped through forests of Nebraska cottonwoods, or raised pigeons on a rooftop in Queens, or fished for Ozark bluegills,                   

or felt the swell of a wave that traveled a thousand miles before lifting our boat, then we were bound to the natural world                        

and remain so today. Nature still informs our years—lifts us, carries us.” 

On the seventh grade’s last visit to Tecolote Canyon, I brought along a book of poetry—Basho’s haikus. In a quiet clearing                     

next to the creek, I read Basho’s poems about nature, written in the 1600s. Then I asked each student to take a pencil,                       

clipboard and paper and find a quiet spot alone to write their own poems, focusing on details in nature. I paused, waiting                      

for protests, chattering, silliness. Instead, students scattered in silence, finding spots and sitting so quietly we could hear                  

the brook bubbling by, birds chirping, a hawk screaming. For fifteen minutes, they sat alone and wrote in silence. 

The results were beautiful—and sometimes hilarious—evidence that they had found not only an intellectual understanding               

of canyon ecology, but an uplifting joy and connection. 

Icy cold water 

With a dip it falls below 

Blue and whooshing, there it goes! 

-Emily 



[the spider’s web] 

Shines in the bright light 

Sewn thick, invisible net 

Now caught—no way out! 

-Emily 

I walked through bushes. 

Dang, I just touched poison oak. 

Call an ambulance! 

-Joey 

As for myself, I felt uplifted by the project in multiple ways. Intellectually, it was a chance to solidify my own                     

understanding of how the natural world works. On a personal level, I felt a deeper connection with the planet through my                     

connection both with students and with the canyon, as if I were viewing the world from the top of Maslow’s peak for at                       

least a moment. 

Resources for Place-based Learning 

Louv, Richard (2005). Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature Deficit Disorder. Chapel Hill:                 

Algonquin Books. 

The Center for Ecoliteracy: www.ecoliteracy.org 

http://gse.hightechhigh.org/unboxed/issue7/canyon_as_classroom/www.ecoliteracy.org
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When I was in the fourth grade, I created my own interpretation of Vincent Van Gogh’s                

Sunflowers painting. Our assignment was to choose a famous work of art, select a medium,               

and turn an 11x17 sheet of white paper into our own beautiful creation. Prior to unleashing my                 

“art skills” on this blank sheet of paper, I had no significant connection to the original                

painting, nor did I know much about the artist except that Van Gogh went mad and sliced off                  

his own ear—a fact shocking and fascinating enough to convince me that Van Gogh was the                

artist I would emulate. (I, however, had every intention of keeping both ears!) I don’t recall                

how long our class spent working on the art pieces or what we did before or after the project.                   

What I do recall is that before this project, I had convinced myself I was not an “art person,”                   

that I had no capacity to create something beautiful. What also remains perfectly vivid in my                

mind, fifteen years later, is the process of creation that I experienced and how it has                

influenced me as a first year teacher. 

 

Lecture, Test, Forget, Repeat 

Six months have gone by since I started teaching 11th grade math. I’ve already learned so                

much from my classic mistakes and other, more successful classroom experiences that I feel I               

could write one heck of a first-year teacher book. To be fair, though, it would likely be found                  

on a shelf in the Self-Help section. Chapter 1: Don’t lose hope…you’ll soon feel like a human                 

being again! Of all the things I’ve learned thus far, one fact that sticks out is that the majority                   

of my students hate math. They think it’s boring. I think they’re onto something. 

 

When you hear a beautiful piece of music or read a great piece of writing, the synapses in your                   

brain connect, you feel moved, your mind wanders, and you are reminded of past experiences.               

Completing math exercises #1-23 odd doesn’t generally have the same effect. Just as a              

musician or writer needs inspiration to create beautiful work, students need to feel             

encouraged and inspired to learn math. They need an outlet through which to be creative,               

make attempts, make mistakes, and grow in the process. Part of the problem resides in the                

fact that most math “exercises” aren’t working the right muscles. If I ask all of my students to                  

complete the exact same 12 math problems, all of which are identical in nature and are to be                  

completed by following the protocol laid out during class lecture, well then it’s no wonder they                

don’t feel inspired! Students in this case are directed to be robotic performers, following what               



Paul Lockhart (2009) refers to as shampoo bottle directions: listen, take notes, practice, test,              

forget, repeat. Key word: forget. What real learning is going on here? Likely none. If this is the                  

approach we’re taking, then our students are right—math is boring! 

Opening the Cookie Jar 

During the second month of school I presented my students with an open-ended word              

problem about cookies in a cookie jar, allowing them time to work individually, to think.               

Students were to read the problem, fully grasp what it was communicating and gather their               

thoughts: This is what I know, that is what I need to figure out. Now, how am I going to get                     

there? I remember looking around the room as my students began sorting and applying their               

knowledge in a way that would hopefully allow each of them to reach a solution. One student                 

organized the information in charts of what was already known and what was needed. Some               

assigned variables to the ideas that were to be solved. Others used pictures or small circles to                 

visually represent the elements of the problem. The paths taken to reach the end goal were all                 

unique, yet with little instruction and no specific guidelines or rules to follow, each student               

arrived at a similar answer. 

As my students got into small groups to share their chosen methods, it dawned on me that                 

they were actually enjoying talking about math! That makes sense—they were given time in              

class to talk about themselves, to share their thoughts, to explain what went through their               

minds, what they tried, what worked and what didn’t. One of my students explained to her                

group, “I had no clue where to start so I just began trying different things.” With each failed                  

attempt, figuring out what she did wrong helped guide her towards the process needed to               

reach her goal. Trial and error at its finest! 

After sharing methods and experiences in small groups, students took time to reflect on the               

entire process and share their thoughts on paper. What struck me about their responses was               

that they reflected, not only on the activity, but also on how the activity related to their                 

experiences with math itself—why it often frustrates them, why they don’t enjoy it. One              

student wrote, “Usually math is really hard for me. This activity wasn’t too challenging but I                

think it’s because I had to force myself to stop and figure out what was going on in the                   

problem. I don’t usually do this with homework problems. Since I had to figure out what I was                  

solving for, I understood what was happening in the problem and why I was doing the math                 

process that I was doing. I think if I could understand more why I am doing the math                  

processes I’m doing for homework on a daily basis, it would help me to understand the math                 



better.” 

I am amazed at how essential writing is in the learning process, even (and, arguably,               

especially) in a math class. Writing has become an integral part of my students’ math               

experiences, from brief end-of-class reflections to more elaborate math blogs. It’s a way to              

stop and give credit and value to what just happened. It’s also a way for me to catch a glimpse                    

into the minds of my students, and what and how they are learning. 

Process or Product 

I think back to my experience as a 4th grader recreating Van Gogh’s Sunflower painting. I                

remember how my final piece turned out, what the pastel chalk smelled like, what colors and                

shades of yellow I used. I remember getting frustrated when the chalk smeared from the side                

of my hand pressing on the paper, and my repeated attempts to give the vase perfect                

symmetry. I never truly achieved that symmetry, but that certainly didn’t have any effect on               

the value of the process! I remember where I was sitting in the classroom and how proud I felt                   

at the end of the project because I knew I had accomplished something. The learning that took                 

place through this art project occurred naturally, with very little guidance, no step-by-step             

instructions, no teacher whispering to me that my flower vase wasn’t perfect and was              

therefore incomplete. 

At the beginning of the school year, I thought I was appropriately following the sage advice                

that an astute colleague once shared with me during my pre-teacher days as an academic               

coach: Be firm and correct. Well, I soon realized that I had perfected the “firm” part, but                 

needed some revision in the “correct” department. By putting so much importance on correct              

answers to math problems (those awful, robotic math problems!) even to the point of giving               

no credit for an answer that merely lacked a forgotten negative sign, I encouraged my students                

to lose sight of the journey of mathematics and become solely grade-driven. I felt like a failure,                 

and my students felt like failures when they didn’t reach correct answers. It was right around                

this time that I began to hear those heartbreaking statements like “I’m not a math person” or                 

“I’m not good at math” or “Math just isn’t my thing.” 

Now, similar to my struggle with the symmetry of the flower vase, I’m learning not to put too                  

much focus on reaching the right answer. I’ve changed my grading policy to emphasize              

mathematical thinking over mere correctness. I’ve also created a “no erasers” rule. Why? Our              

students are encouraged to keep drafts of essays, preliminary sketches and models. Why then              

should we encourage students to “throw away” first, second, or even third attempts at solving               



a math problem? Mistakes may be temporary roadblocks, but just as my students discovered              

during the cookie jar word problem, sometimes mistakes help point you in the direction you               

want to go. I hope to encourage and even celebrate mistakes with my students. With               

challenging open-ended questions, students can take their learning in various directions, get            

creative, get creatively frustrated, struggle, make mistakes, make more mistakes, and have a             

real learning experience. In the process, students write about all attempts, thoughts, and             

questions, creating a written record of their experience, and reflect on their experience at the               

end. 

Looking Forward 

I still have the final product of my interpretation of Van Gogh’s Sunflowers. Though it will                

never look quite like Van Gogh’s original masterpiece, it serves a more important purpose as a                

continual reminder to myself that it doesn’t take the perfect symmetry of a flower vase to be                 

an “art person.” Similarly, it doesn’t take perfectly correct math answers to be a “math               

person.” As this first year plays out, I’m striving to steer clear of monotony, to help my                 

students engage with open-ended math problems, to create opportunities free of “shampoo            

bottle” approaches to learning and, instead, to allow my students to find inspiration as they               

write freely about their experiences as “math people.” 

 

Reference 

Lockhart, P. (2009). A Mathematician’s Lament: How School Cheats Us Out of Our Most              

Fascinating and Imaginative Art Form. New York: Bellevue Literary Press. 
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“… the easiest way to open someone’s mind is to put them in a different setting. Taking                 

people out of the classroom catalyzes creativity.... 

Out there, experiences are highly variable.” 

—Dr. Terry Jernigan, 

Director for the Center for Human Development, UCSD 

 

I can still clearly remember the time when I hated science—hate is a strong word, but I                 

detested it, loathed the idea of it. My lowest grades were in science classes, even though I                 

spent most of my homework time studying those subjects. It was my educational bane, a               

blight that I was sure would remain throughout all my years of schooling. Thus, when it came                 

time to choose an internship, as all juniors in my school must do, I surprised myself by                 

securing one at the Center for Human Development at UCSD, a scientific research center that               

conducts studies across neuropsychological disciplines. 

It was a risk—a big risk—that I was willing to take. Really, my interest in psychology had no                  

concrete basis and was only sparked by what I had heard about school psychology. The first                

day “on the job” I was excited to be an intern, but also a little cynical about the place of work I                      

had chosen. Would this be the right environment for me? I didn’t have to wonder long. 

Every day, on the drive to UCSD, I found myself looking forward to learning more about                

psychology or cognition in the developing mind, to watching subject testing from the             

observation room, to hearing about the progress of research studies I wasn’t involved in. I               

especially looked forward to those exciting moments of discovery that happened just by sitting              

in meetings—when the researchers found a significant correlation between brain-scan data           

and test results, or were able to say that the results of a study would benefit the whole                  

neuropsychological research community, or most importantly, children. 

I was able to intern with a number of researchers, from undergraduates who worked as paid                

interns to graduate professionals, postdoctoral fellows to Dr. Jernigan herself. These were real             

scientists doing real things, making a difference. I enjoyed talking about science with them,              

learning more every day about what it means to do research, to do things that could change                 

lives. Could this really be science—that thing of my life before internship—that I had              

despised? No. I realized that my previous feelings had been shallow and ungrounded. Now I               



was experiencing science first-hand. 

Starting the second week, I also looked forward to a newfound interest I had discovered while                

working on my internship project: computer programming. All interns are required to            

complete a project, an end product that serves as evidence that they did more than get coffee,                 

file papers, or run errands. For my project, I assisted the PING research study Project               

Manager, Connor McCabe, and postdoctoral fellow Erik Newman in creating an           

emotional/social test for an upcoming normative, longitudinal research study that would           

track five-year-olds for five years. The test would track the kids’ social awareness by testing               

their ability to recognize facial emotions. It just so happened that my fellow researchers              

wanted it to be a computer test, though neither of them (nor I) knew anything about the sort                  

of programming we needed to do. Nonetheless, I researched the code that we were using and                

found out many of the basics. I read diligently and tried to understand the various logic                

statements and how to write them. Soon, I was looking forward to coming into the office to                 

program—or attempt to program—this psychological test. 

It was ironic to think that only months before I had been put off by any mention of science or                    

mathematics. But here I was, high up within a building whose namesake would have              

previously driven me away—the Applied Physics & Math building. This monolithic structure            

of concrete jutting seven stories into the sky does not look like a place to be reckoned with. 

Intelligent Ease 

During that time, I got to know both Erik and Connor well. Here I was, at the relatively young                   

age of sixteen (though many college students thought I was one of them), with the amazing                

opportunity of working with a man in his early thirties who had earned his Doctorate, and                

another who was being contacted by UC Davis and other colleges for graduate programs. Both               

treated me like another researcher, just a new colleague, and treated me with the same               

amount of respect and responsibility they gave to everyone else. 

One of the things I also noticed was what I will call “intelligent ease.” These were educated                 

professionals, some of the best and brightest in neuropsychology, leading studies conducted            

throughout the nation. Yet, they came to work dressed casually and were usually relaxed and               

calm. I had expected lab coats and bow ties, tense scientific concentration and even more               

intense spectacled scrutiny. The researchers I worked with conducted studies and discovered            

findings that mattered to the world, but without all the scientific cliché I had expected. 



My experience with these great researchers is most accurately embodied on a simple coffee              

mug. It was on my second day, when Connor and I went to get a cup of Joe in the small office                      

kitchenette, when I was bestowed with the cup. A white mug sat alone on the shelf—the last                 

one left—as if it was waiting for me. Only when I went back to my office with my cup of coffee                     

did I read the words on the cup and realize their humorously coincidental significance. The               

blue text stated: “Career Connection: Creating Opportunities” with a UCSD logo below. I             

instantly recalled my humanities teacher explaining why internships are important: so that            

students can create connections with college-educated, non-related professionals in an          

environment outside of school. Of all the mugs I could have ended up with, through some                

twist of fate I was granted the one that summed up one of my main goals as an intern. 

Opening Up 

Internship was transformative for me in other ways as well. I realized that if I enjoyed                

something like this—something I would have never considered as a sophomore, something I             

was unsure about but did anyway—than perhaps it would be wise to be more open to ideas,                 

possibilities, and opportunities that I might have outright ignored in the past. What else out               

there might spark my interest? Internship confirmed my interest in Psychology and            

stimulated my curiosity in the sciences, but there is so much more out there,              

waiting—interests, passions, fields, areas of work and study, things I’ve yet to see or hear               

about. 

In my mentor interview with Dr. Terry Jernigan, she expressed that in any educational or               

vocational journey, we need to be open, searching for opportunities, looking for what will              

spark our interest. Her words of advice and wisdom are great guides to having successful               

internships and a satisfying future. One of my favorite phrases that Dr. Jernigan said was that                

good professionals in any field must sometimes “go against the zeitgeist”—the prevalent ideas             

and intellectual trends. She agreed that internship goes against the educational zeitgeist;            

internship challenges students to take on real responsibilities and work that matters, and             

trusts them to learn from their experiences in the real world. In the end, no matter how                 

optimal a curriculum is, we can’t force students to learn anything. But we can place students                

in situations that stimulate their thoughts and minds to the best of our ability, that hopefully                

surprise them, and see what they take away. I, for one, received no formal instruction during                

my internship. Yet, my life has taken a new direction. My mind has opened up and my                 

horizons have expanded to encompass things I never saw before because, in truth, I didn’t let                



myself see them. 

A messy, almost illegible scrawl in my blue notebook reads: My Life & Internship &               

Opportunities & Career Connections & Education Possibilities & Career Choices.... 

All of those ampersands have connected the many different experiences of internship            

together, like a chain or sort of progression, in what I like to call the ‘Tralfamadorian                

perspective.’ In Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five, he talks about aliens called           

Tralfamadorians, who see in the fourth dimension. Their sight makes it so that everything              

they see is in a linear yet simultaneous timeline, from conception to death—past, present, and               

future all lined up in a row, all at once. During my internship, I started seeing things in a new                    

dimension, with all the experiences of the past, opportunities of the present, and possibilities              

of the future displayed before me. 

The world is no longer a flat plane that consists of music, art, humanities—all of the subjects I                  

had enjoyed and that I thought comprised my career and education possibilities. Now, the              

earth is a round orb of all the disciplines—ones I’d loved, subjects of newfound interest, and                

fields not yet discovered—with endless possibilities beneath the surface. My future career            

choices and possibilities are like dozens of Venn diagrams, with learning extending across             

boundaries and so many options that honestly, life feels a little overwhelming. Where do I go                

from here? 

If something else comes up that catches my attention and inspires me to pursue it, I know                 

what to do. I’ll keep adding onto my list of life experiences --another ampersand, another               

internship. 

“I have never let schooling interfere with my education.” This is one of my favorite quotes                

from Mark Twain; it embodies the spirit of internship and also the goal of continued learning                

throughout life. No matter what I am doing, regardless of where I have gone or have yet to go,                   

I have made a promise to myself to never close my mind. Learning does not have to be an                   

accumulation of knowledge or information; I believe it can be a gathering of wisdom, strength,               

and experiences that will get you where you want to go. Internship is that compromise               

between education from school and education from real-world experience—it brings both           

together in an optimal educational situation for the student. I hope that all educators come to                

believe that “going against the zeitgeist” can stimulate and motivate their students more than              

the most “optimal” classroom curriculum ever will. 
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A former student and translator of Jean Piaget, Eleanor Duckworth is Professor of             

Education at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Her book, The Having of             

Wonderful Ideas and Other Essays on Teaching and Learning, is a classic in the field. In this                 

edited version of remarks at the High Tech High GSE Speaker Series, Professor Duckworth              

describes the roots of her thinking in the work of Piaget and Inhelder, and in her early work                  

in the Elementary Science Study. Her approach to teaching and learning is grounded in a               

fascination with what and how students think, along with her sense of the classroom as a                

place for the liberation of ideas. In this talk, Duckworth explores what classrooms look like               

when they are led by a teacher who listens and “honors confusion” as a way to help students                  

develop and express their thinking. The interviewer is Larry Rosenstock of High Tech High. 

INTERVIEWER 

Twenty years ago I audited a class of yours that forever altered my relationship with the                

moon. So my first question is about that “moon class”—where it came from, and what it was                 

about. 

ED 

My first entry into education was a curriculum development project called the Elementary             

Science Study (ESS) in the early 1960’s. I had studied with Jean Piaget in Geneva, and he was                  

starting to be heard of, so ESS hired me even though I knew nothing about science, nothing                 

about curriculum and nothing about elementary schools. I had everything to learn about all of               

those things, but it was a fantastic organization, and I got hooked on education and have been                 

ever since. 

Most of the curriculum development staff were academic scientists who took time off from              

university teaching to develop elementary school curriculum. They loved their subject           

matter—the development of frog eggs, the movements in the sky of celestial bodies, and              

pendulums and single celled animals—whatever their area was, they loved it. For them it was               

essential that the children learn, not from words about the material world, but from the stuff                

of the material world. They worked very hard at designing ways for those things to be                

available for study by kids. 

The Teaching and Learning course, often referred to as the moon class, came years later when                

I had taken to heart the idea of giving students the subject matter itself and not just words                  

about it. In that course I wanted people to have experiences of teaching and learning that were                 



different from the experiences they might have had, and to learn from those experiences              

rather than just read about what teaching and learning ought to be. 

I had two major teachers in Geneva. One was Piaget, and the other was Bårbel Inhelder. She                 

was his co-author and research director, a much neglected but very important person in child               

psychology. Piaget’s fundamental theoretical concept is that we learn and develop our human             

intelligence by assimilation—that is, we take everything in, or assimilate everything, in the             

ways we are able to take them. Each of us has our life history, so each of us takes things in                     

differently, and each of us has a slightly different understanding of what might be thought of                

as the same thing. We have to make sense of things in terms of what we already know, and it’s                    

complicated work, and sometimes it takes a long time. Part of what Piaget showed us was how                 

little effect words have on what you understand and what you believe—not only words, but               

also experiences. 

From Inhelder I learned the method of talking to kids and trying to find out what they think.                  

Piaget at first called that method clinical interviewing. Inhelder changed the name in the 70’s               

to critical exploration. It’s more than interviewing—you give kids something challenging and            

interesting to think about, and often that takes the form of experimenting with things, and               

you want to know what they think about it. As a psychological researcher, you really need to                 

listen, and you do your best to make sure you get at what the kids think, without any                  

suggestion from you and or even a suggestion that they might have come in with. 

When my Elementary Science Study colleagues would pilot things, I would go along to ask               

kids what they were doing, why they were doing it, and what they thought of it. I learned a lot                    

that was very helpful to my colleagues, because I was good at this—that’s what I’d learned to                 

do in Geneva. And then I noticed that the more I asked the kids questions about what they                  

thought, the more they thought. And they got interested in their own thoughts because I was                

interested in their thoughts, and they kept thinking, coming up with more questions, and              

trying out more experiments to answer their questions, and they got more and more involved               

because I wasn’t trying to tell them anything—I was just trying to hear what they thought. 

Later, in the Teaching and Learning course, I applied that same principle—that the student              

should do the explaining and the teacher should do the listening. The notion of people making                

their own sense and how hard it is to change the sense they’re making, that I learned                 

theoretically in Geneva, and the method, which I learned practically in Geneva, are at the core                

of the course. The other core principle, which I learned in the ESS, is that you don’t give                  



students words about the subject, you give them the subject. 

So I tried to give my students the subject—teaching and learning—as I saw it, and that took                 

three forms. One was that I would do demonstrations with kids, with questions that I knew                

would be engaging. I would have 50 people sitting in a circle watching two or three kids                 

working, and the kids would get so involved they wouldn’t notice the people at all, and my                 

students would notice how involved the kids were, how they didn’t notice the adults watching,               

how long they would work, like an hour and a half, how little I said, how I managed to ask                    

questions without giving away the answers, and how much the kids learned, though I said               

nothing. For most of my students that was a new experience as opposed to words about the                 

experience, and that happened three times over the semester. 

The second part of “giving them the subject” is that the students go out and work one-on-one                 

with somebody to get them engaged with the subject matter and find out what they think                

about it, without telling them what to think. That is really hard to do. Eventually they design                 

their own series of sessions and keep somebody going for six sessions, and that’s very hard to                 

do also. 

The third part of the course is that they become students in a subject matter that they didn’t                  

bargain for, and this is where the moon comes in. As learners, they experience learning               

something that I try to engage them in without telling them what it is that they should be                  

learning. I’ll do this, for example, with a poem. I ask people what they notice, and I try to get                    

everybody to say something, and I want it to be non-interpretive. They’ll say, “Look, it’s in line                 

3”—maybe where the commas are, references to water, the fact that lines get longer and then                

get shorter again, so that anybody could say, “Yeah, I can see that.” 

Then I ask them to say again something they notice, or something that puzzles them. They list                 

things that puzzle them, such as how come the flower is white in line 3 and blue in line 17, and                     

then I choose one of these puzzles and ask the person who mentioned it how they are thinking                  

about it. Other people share their ideas, and that’s how we proceed, with things we notice and                 

things that puzzle us. In the end we see there are many different layers of meaning in the                  

lines, and they are related in different ways, and people may continue to have different ideas                

about what’s in the poem. The students have the experience of not being told what to think,                 

but being kept connected to the subject matter. 

We do this in more depth with the moon over the course of the semester. I tell everybody to                   

watch it and see as much as they can, to get familiar with the habits and movements of the                   



moon. This fall I taught the course and we had lousy weather, so they had much too little to                   

see, but they still came up with great stuff at the end. Every once in a while we talk about what                     

they see, and over time they start to see generalities, and they start to wonder how come, and                  

they can’t look it up anywhere because there is no publication about how the moon looks from                 

Harvard Square. At the end we start making models of the solar system and putting things                

together. 

INTERVIEWER 

There’s a wonderful chapter in your book, The Having of Wonderful Ideas, called “The              

Virtues of Not Knowing.” Could you talk about that? 

ED 

I came to realize that the virtues of knowing were very overrated. The work you have to do if                   

you don’t know is far more valuable than just snapping off an answer for something you                

already know. A student once complained about my course, “If you know anything, you’re not               

allowed to say it. You’re only allowed to say something if you’re confused.” It’s pretty much                

true. Honoring confusion is an enormously important part of teaching. As a doctoral student              

in cognitive psychology, I saw that it wasn’t allowable to be confused. You could ask a sharp                 

question to show that you understood, but you couldn’t just be muddled. So I hold the record                 

of 17 years between my course work and my dissertation. It made me definitely honor               

confusion. 

AUDIENCE 

What sort of strategies would you recommend for honoring confusion in the classroom? 

ED 

I look for people who might be on the verge of saying something or who look perplexed, and I                   

ask them what they’re thinking. My students say that I make it clear that it’s all right to say                   

something that you’re not sure about. I couldn’t tell you how I do that, but you can see it in the                     

approach to poems that I described earlier: what are the puzzles? What is it that you don’t                 

get? I try not to convey that I’m holding onto some secret that I could tell if I wanted                   

to—because I don’t really believe I am. I’m always interested in what they’re thinking, and I                

don’t know that. 



AUDIENCE 

How do we get our teachers to honor their own confusion, along with their students’               

confusion? 

ED 

It takes a certain amount of self-confidence and confidence about the subject matter. I think               

teachers have to work on this together—to get together and consider the playfulness of the               

subject matter, and help each other see that there are many different ways to think of subject                 

matter, and that it’s richer to stop and say, “Well, I hadn’t thought about it that way.” Try to                   

get a group of teachers and work at it together, that’s the main thing. 

INTERVIEWER 

Could you say something about how your work relates to that of Paulo Freire? 

ED 

I met Freire in 1972, and I was very taken with his work then and remain so. My work didn’t                    

grow out of his, but I’ve thought of my work as liberating work. I’m concerned with the                 

interpersonal relationships and the oppression of ideas in classrooms. Teachers oppress           

children’s ideas often, by having the right answer and not listening to other answers, and               

children can oppress each other’s. I think it’s really important to liberate learners’ ideas, so               

that people discover the power of their own thoughts and that their thoughts are as valid as                 

anybody’s. It doesn’t mean that they’re true, but they’re worth holding onto and expressing              

and trying out against other ideas. I think of that as an important aspect of Freire’s                

work—maintaining the democracy of ideas in the classroom. 

AUDIENCE 

Could you elaborate on democracy in the classroom—what that looks like and how one can               

achieve it? 

ED 

The hardest part is to make sure that the kids value each other’s ideas. The more you hear                  

other people’s ideas, it becomes clear that it’s not the kids who have been thought of as smart                  



that have all the best thoughts. Once in the Teaching and Learning course, when everybody               

had seen the moon the day before, I had students draw on the board what it looked like at the                    

hour when they saw it. It was a crescent moon, and many people drew it with the crescent sort                   

of lying down on the right side for many hours, and then later in the day the crescent part was                    

up, and the opening went down to the left. There was one person who drew it quite differently,                  

with the horns of the crescent pointing downward. She said she thought that’s what she had                

seen, and she would check her notes, but everybody else figured she had made some mistake.                

Then the next month, when the moon was in that same phase, they were better observers and                 

they all saw that the shape they had drawn, with the crescent lying on its back, is the                  

conventional shape that we see in all the drawings and all the children’s books, but in fact the                  

moon was turned over, and the woman was the one person who had drawn it as she had seen                   

it and as it actually was on that one day. That is a dramatic example, and it took a month to                     

straighten it out, but it happened. 

 

AUDIENCE 

How can teachers apply the powerful idea of assimilation in their teaching across the different               

subject areas? 

ED 

Assimilate has two meanings. One is to take in, and the other is to liken—to compare                

something with something else. That second sense is very powerful in Piaget’s way of thinking               

of it—you understand something in terms of something you’ve understood before. It’s            

metaphorical—assimilating by comparing. So using metaphor can be a help, but sometimes            

that’s just an extra overlay, trying to make up a metaphor for what they’re thinking. The only                 

way I can think of is just to keep on trying to understand what the students are understanding.                  

I think it would be good if teachers practiced one-on-one with kids, not within classroom time                

but in professional development time, to try to understand what one kid is thinking about               

something important. That gets you into the mind state of trying to conceive how this kid                

might be thinking about it if it’s not the way I’m thinking about it. And it’s hard, so it does                    

take practice. 

AUDIENCE 



A group of us have brought some really top-notch artists together to work with trained               

classroom teachers to teach subject matter. If you were to work on such a project, how would                 

you approach it? 

ED 

A community of teachers and artists, teaching through the arts—I know some dancers who do               

that. Celeste Miller is a great one. I was at a workshop of hers this summer where we were                   

trying to articulate, what do the kids learn about the subject matter through dance that they                

could not learn otherwise? I think that’s a good question to start with—what might they learn                

by being an artist? One example from Celeste Miller’s work is that the kids were trying to                 

figure out something about the cell in biology, and one came running up to ask some technical                 

detail about the cell. The reason they were interested in that technical detail was that they                

needed to know what the dance needed to do next. If they hadn’t had the dance, they wouldn’t                  

have had the need to know that. 

To learn more about the HTH GSE UnBoxed Speaker Series and upcoming events, visit              
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Exhibitions of student learning, with their many projects, activities, and associated banter,            

can take on the atmosphere of a science fair or a grand opening at an art gallery. A student                   

film festival, with its show schedule and question and answer time with directors, might only               

differ from a professional film festival in location and subtleties such as the number of limos                

in the parking lot. But to showcase the written word, we need an environment different from a                 

typical project exhibition. 

Professional writers rarely exhibit their work in large public gatherings where they compete             

with other simultaneous exhibitors for an audience’s attention. However, every day of the             

week, writers exhibit their work in books, newspapers, magazines, and so on. Traditional             

publishing, such as books or magazines, offers a solution to the problem of exhibiting writing               

because it presents the students’ written work in a natural and authentic setting. Just as the                

theater setting lends authenticity to a student film festival, publication does the same for              

student writing. 

Exhibitions that display published writing projects are intentionally devised to give the            

audience both short- and long-term experiences. On the night of the exhibition, it is okay if                

the audience has a cursory interaction with the material. Let them thumb through the books               

and focus on the clean layouts, cool cover design, or outstanding photography. In the hustle               

and bustle of exhibition night, I don’t expect everyone to stop and read an article that took                 

months of daily work to complete. However, long after exhibition, when my students and I see                

the class’s original books on teachers’ desks, on shelves around the school, in backpacks year               

after year, we know that their exhibition continues, as it does in the world of professional                

writing. 

While the quest for an authentic exhibition may have led me to embrace student publishing,               

the process has led me to realize that student publications provide a particularly effective              

leverage point for generating high quality writing. 

Concerts, Not Pancakes 

In strategizing ways to introduce my classes to the fundamental elements of writing, I was               

inspired by the columnist and professor Stanley Fish, who described a system that he referred               

to as “the ‘Karate Kid’ method of teaching writing.” In the Karate Kid method, students learn                

highly stylized motions, just as Daniel-san famously did in the movie—wax on, wax off, paint               

the fence, and so on. The movie may be fictional, but the point is true. Daniel’s mastery of                  



individually structured movements could be transferred to a different, dynamic context. 

The same is true for writing. Rather than teach students that their native written language               

needs to be fixed, I introduce them to structures that exist in the world of the professionally                 

written word. Rather than ask students to memorize a million grammatical rules, and then              

have them fear breaking them, I ask them to model their work on specific patterns used in                 

professional publications. 

Here is one example of the Karate Kid method I learned from Roy Peter Clark’s podcast,                

“Writing Tools.” In my class, we call this one “Make Meaning Early.” When a writer uses this                 

tip, he starts the sentence with the most important noun, the verb next, and lets the rest of the                   

sentence follow. Like this: “I wrote this article.” It’s so easy that every student can bring his or                  

her own ideas and content to the form, and quickly we have a classroom full of students                 

writing sentences. Even better, I ask them to go through a highly regarded publication like               

The New Yorker and find sentences that “make meaning early.” Students are often surprised,              

and then satisfied, to see sentence after sentence in a highly respected magazine structured so               

simply—noun, verb, object. 

The most popular writing tip in my class is called “Concerts, not Pancakes.” I thought of this                 

one while listening to a comedian comment that pancakes start out so good—full of sugar in                

the syrup, delicious fat in the butter, and piled gloriously high on your plate—but pancakes               

end up as a nauseating mess of doughy-syrup-mush. And, in my case, the syrup always works                

its way up the handle of my fork, onto my forearm and into my beard. Gross! As I listened                   

(and laughed), I thought, “That sounds like a lot of the writing I’ve seen. It starts out so                  

good...but what happens?” 

In “Concerts, not Pancakes,” students learn that good writing should be like a good concert. In                

a good concert, the band always starts off with a powerful song that gets the crowd on their                  

feet. They close the show with their big hit. If the band has anything new to try out, or                   

anything that needs support, it goes in the middle. The idea is that a band gives a great                  

concert by strategically sequencing its songs to achieve maximum effect. Great sentences are             

the same, as are great paragraphs, great articles and great books—professional writers order             

words to enhance their power. 

Students are drawn to these writing tips because they are simple and effective. Those with               

previous success in Humanities are challenged to pick the “best” tip for the assignment, or to                

write a complicated idea simply. English language learners can quickly begin writing in             



Standard English through a few key tips. The writing tips also transition students from seeing               

editing as a teacher-centered act of approval to an empowering activity in which they know               

the steps. 

The writing tips have a second, almost hidden, feature revealed later in the semester: they are                

not focused on the perspective of the writer. Instead, they emphasize the reader. They embody               

the important lesson that a writer’s job is to create an experience for a reader. Potential                

readers have a lot of other things they could do with their time besides read whatever you or I                   

wrote. Great writers make the printed word important to an individual person, draw him or               

her into a specific world, and then send the reader back to reality but with new thoughts, ideas                  

and perspectives. How do they do this? As Kurt Vonnegut once explained, by manipulating a               

code made up of “twenty-six phonetic symbols, ten numerals, and about eight punctuation             

marks.” The writing tips, then, function as guidelines to use this code to create an experience                

for someone else. Through this code, the writer triggers visions and questions, and offers              

access to the mind of another person. Through this process the writer influences someone he               

or she has never met, maybe someone who is alive long after that writer died. Students rightly                 

find this idea inspirational. 

Writing In and Beyond the Classroom 

I went to “good” schools as a kid, but I learned a lot more about writing outside of the                   

classroom than I ever did in it. Truthfully, I barely remember a lot of what happened in my                  

high school English classes (I hope none of my old teachers are reading this!). That’s even true                 

for some of my college classes. However, in both high school and college, I was an editor and                  

writer for the school newspapers, which demanded that I read and write beyond the confines               

of class. 

The school newspaper was rewarding in a way that I had never experienced in a traditional                

class. As an editor, I developed ideas for stories, assigned them to reporters and              

photographers, worked with layout artists and graphic designers, and did any or all of these               

jobs as needed. The best part was the “exhibition”—in high school the newspaper came out               

once a month; in college, we published twice a week. Each time, the entire newspaper staff                

anxiously awaited the response. 

Once, I met an alumnus from my college several years after graduation, at a dinner at my                 

house. We had never met before, so we chatted about common experiences from college. In               

our conversation, he unknowingly quoted a joke that I had written in the school newspaper               



almost a decade earlier. I thought he was playing a joke on me—surely he must have known                 

the connection. But he didn’t. I pulled the copy of the old newspaper from my files and we                  

stared incredulously at the coincidence. I was dumbfounded that he had read my article,              

found it funny, and had apparently been using the joke for years, until it finally came full                 

circle and he told the joke back to me, the original author. Now that is a successful exhibition! 

Looking back through those files brought another idea into focus—students save only what             

they care about. I have saved only a select few of the countless essays I wrote at any point in                    

my academic career. After all of those humanities and social science classes, and all of the                

essays and research papers, I simply have no idea where most went. However, I do have a                 

binder full of clippings from the local community newspaper for which I was a freelance               

reporter in high school, and boxes of high school and college newspapers that published my               

work. Soon, some of those papers will be twenty years old, yet I have been careful to move                  

them with me to quite a few different states and across the country. 

Publication as Leverage 

Traditional newspapers may be dying in their print form as news moves to the Internet, but I                 

believe that we should not allow student publications to die—or think web-based projects are              

effective replacements. 

First, the death of professional print media may be somewhat overstated. True, the Internet is               

a much better place to find up-to-the-minute news than a printed newspaper. But for              

thoughtful analysis, magazines such as The New Yorker or the Economist are quite             

successful—both continue to boast strikingly high subscription rates. Amazon has sold           

millions of Kindles, but soaring e-book sales represent only one vibrant part of a larger               

publishing industry that generates $24 billion annually in America. Teachers who are quick to              

believe that print media are dying may simply be sensitive to a few changes—particularly the               

decline in educational book sales, which is a product of shrinking public budgets. 

Second, when it comes to the in-depth exploration of ideas, books hold a place of respect for                 

students. The permanent, physical nature of a published product provides a feeling of             

satisfaction not attainable on the Internet. Websites that can be edited up to (and after) the                

night of a project exhibition have not motivated my students the same way publishing has. My                

students say it to each other while we work, in tones ranging from questioning to celebratory:                

“This is going to be printed in the book?” or “This is going to be printed in the book!” The                    



permanence of the product informs the degree to which they take the project seriously. 

Publications provide a coherent project that focuses students around practicing the behaviors            

used by professionals, which is a fundamental concept of project-based learning. Biology            

students must engage in the behaviors of biologists; art students must engage in the behaviors               

of professional artists; and so on. For humanities, this means trying on the identity of writer                

and editor—but a professional writer and editor, one who publishes his or her work for an                

authentic audience. 

Part of the initiation into the world of writing is moving beyond one’s most convenient               

audience. For nearly all students, their writing is read by a small group of people who are                 

physically close and will discuss the work with them. I believe that this has the unfortunate                

side effect of allowing students to be loose with their writing, because the final “product” can                

be a conversation or comment in which they say, “Oh, no, I really meant…” For most students,                 

the audience for their writing is their teacher, or maybe parents and a few friends. No                

professional writer writes solely for a group like this. While professional writers undoubtedly             

do include family and friends in their audience, they also write for a large group of people they                  

do not know. This audience will probably never have the chance to sit down with the author                 

and ask, “What did you mean in this part right here?” Instead, the writing has to stand on its                   

own. 

This is a fundamental lesson and important conceptual shift in the use of publishing to               

leverage high quality writing from students: the writing has to stand on its own. It has to be                  

good enough as is, so a stranger can understand it. This realization is a significant step in                 

engaging students to write for deep content as well as flawless mechanics. Although many of               

my students have authors they enjoy, not one that I know of has sat with that author and                  

received his or her help in getting through a book. The professional knows this, and writes                

specifically to engage readers without having to say, “Well, what I really meant was...” 

Authentic Standards 

In the age of standardized testing, student publications maintain my “lower-case”           

standards—not State Standards, but professional and personal standards. A publishing          

teacher is standards-aware, but not Standards-subservient. 

In the past two years, under my publishing-centered curriculum, my students’ standardized            

test scores have risen. This is not a large enough sample from which to draw conclusions, but                 



it is not a bad trend. Also, I no longer teach repetitive forms of academic writing, such as the                   

five-paragraph essay. Instead, professional models provide both rich learning experiences and           

engaging final products. 

A better assessment of the value of publishing comes in the form of students' written               

reflections. Following our most recent publication, some students were critical of themselves,            

and some were critical of the project. But when I asked how the act of publishing impacted                 

their approach to writing, students universally praised the publishing process as one that             

motivated them to strive for their best. One student’s reflection addressed this theme: “The              

fact that we were publishing it just makes me more active in my critique of my own writing so                   

I can catch my mistakes or misspelled words or improper grammar. Because I wouldn't want               

anything published with my name on it if it had mistakes. It just makes it seem sloppy.”                 

Another student wrote, “I wanted to make sure that my work was totally professional and the                

best material possible, especially since I didn't want to let down the family and two scientists                

that I interviewed and included in my article.” 

A second theme also emerged: publishing led students to care more about the work of their                

classmates. In all of my classes’ publications, students regularly read, edit, critique and revise              

many other students’ work, day after day, for no additional credit other than the satisfaction               

that the whole class will have a better final product. I have not seen altruism at this level in                   

any other project in my class. Somehow, buried in the concept of a whole-class publication, is                

the idea that each individual student benefits when the whole class produces beautiful work. 

After my class’s most recent exhibition, student after student commented, “I can’t believe we              

really published a book.” They were proud of their newfound status as published authors.              

They opened the books slowly, careful not to crease the pages. Their parents clutched copies               

close to their chests. Most importantly, others got the books, too. And, as we read each other’s                 

work, and slowly hear back from teachers and parents and people they do not know, the                

students have taken an important step: they are writers who publish. 

To learn more about student publishing and other projects, visit Randy Scherer’s digital             

portfolio at http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~rscherer 

http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~rscherer


Science Room as Drawing Room 

 

Parag Chowdhury 

High Tech High North County 

 

 

 

 

  



“What’s that thing?” 

“That thing that looks like an octopus with ear muffs?” 

“You mean the glomerulus in the nephron? 

“The what in the who?” 

“The part of the kidney that filters blood and looks all tangled up?” 

“Yeah, that thingy...I guess.” 

What students find daunting in Biology is not so much the concepts, but the amount of                

academic language necessary to describe these concepts. This month we began a unit on the               

neurosciences in my class. We will spend the next month discussing embryology, early             

neuronal development, the nervous system and various neurological disorders. So far this            

year we have covered molecular genetics, heredity, cell biology and even a little organic              

chemistry. Needless to say, many of these topics are dense with terminology and conceptually              

abstract. Nevertheless, my students are very interested in how the brain works and were eager               

to begin. Why do we like the things that we like? Why do we feel the way we feel? What is                     

depression? What is anxiety? What are dreams? These types of questions involve our life              

experiences, and so it is not surprising that students would want to learn more about them. 

 

original image created by Richard Wheeler (Zephyris) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:HumanEmbryogenesis.svg 



To address these questions in the neurosciences, one has to begin at the beginning, which in                

this case is brain development. I wanted to begin with some basic information on early               

embryonic and fetal development and then introduce the general anatomy of the human             

brain. I thought this was important to cover because many genetic diseases and disorders of               

the brain can be detected in the first 4-8 weeks of development. In my introductory lesson                

about the anatomy of the brain, my students were very excited for the first twenty minutes.                

The room was abuzz with questions. However, by the end of the period, eyes were glazed over.                 

Some students had entered into a cryonic torpor. Much of the lesson focused on the Latin                

names of structures and the vocabulary that was necessary to understand the morphology and              

anatomy of the brain. It constituted information overload. I realized that in order to get               

through this next month I was going to have to take a more playful approach. 

The next day in class I projected an abstract illustration (shown on the next page) on the wall                  

of my room. I told students that we were changing gears and that we were going to do                  

something completely different from yesterday. I asked them to take out a sheet of paper,               

divide it into a 4x3 grid (12 squares) and draw what they saw in each square. I drew along with                    

them on the board. While we drew I made fun of my own abilities as an artist in the hopes that                     

some students would feel better about their own. Some braver students poked fun at me as                

well. 

It was interesting to see how rapidly students immersed themselves in the activity. While              

some students quickly scribbled down what was on the board without any attention to detail,               

others were more meticulous, drawing every cell and color-coding every part of what they saw               

in the drawing. As we drew I told students not to pay attention to the minutia but to focus on                    

outlining the areas that were colored. 

As students drew they constructed narratives about each of the individual panels. 

“That one looks like a disturbed circus clown.” 

“The last one looks like a mushroom.” 

“I think that looks like a walnut!” 

Naturally, students began to ask me what it was that we were looking at. I didn’t answer at                  

first, so they changed their line of questioning and asked me “Why are we doing this activity?”                 

I just smiled and turned the question around: “What do you think that we are looking at?”                 



Some students had outlandish and fantastic theories that were fun to imagine, while others              

immediately guessed that these were probably the early stages of human development. I kept              

my poker face and refused to spill the beans. 

After 20 minutes everyone was done drawing. W 



 

 

 

  

  

Experiencing Difference 

 

Pam Baker 

High Tech High International 

 



Last Spring, as part of our school’s Immersion Week, thirteen students and I headed to               

Europe to explore the culture, history, food, music, and art of France, Switzerland and              

Germany. From climbing the Eiffel Tower at 11:30 at night and finding our way back to our                 

hotel using our collective memories and a map, to a half-remembered tour of the beautiful art                

of the Louvre as our jet lag was kicking in, to the Bavarian tradition that demands that you                  

stand up and sing if you drop your bread into the fondue bowl, to a Lake Lucerne cruise in                   

Switzerland where we chose our future summer homes, the trip was full of fun, laughter, and                

great memories. But going into the trip, my main goal was to open my students’ eyes to the                  

wonderful surprise of difference—different foods, different greetings, different mannerisms,         

different uses of resources, different means of travel, even different toilets—with the hope that              

they would see that these differences should be embraced and learned from. 

As might be expected, there were many questions throughout the trip, many of them barely               

hiding a complaint. “Why in the world do we have to pay for water at a restaurant?” “Why is                   

there a bathroom attendant at the public restroom that we have to pay?” “Why do people stare                 

at us?” (as they yelled excitedly to each other across the room). With each question or                

complaint, they got the same response from me: “Isn’t this great? We get to see things from a                  

different perspective!” Then we would have a quick discussion about why that difference             

might exist and how that difference might be a good way of approaching things. For example,                

paying for water leads to less waste, a bathroom attendant ensures that the bathrooms are               

safe and clean, etc. Though I got a few eye rolls for my enthusiasm, it was worth it when all of                     

these more trivial lessons led up to a much more serious lesson—the consequences of              

intolerance—which came on our last day in Germany, when we visited the concentration camp              

at Dachau. 

Walking through the iron gates that we knew so well from pictures and old news reels, with                 

the words “Arbeit macht frei” (work brings freedom) shaped into the bars, the solemnity of               

our visit was clear. This was a place to honor those who had died, to educate those left behind,                   

to reconcile and heal the peoples that had been affected. One of my students, obviously               

shaken, quietly put on his yarmulke and after a quick hug, slipped away to pray. We didn’t see                  

him again until it was time to leave. The rest of us went into the theatre for a brief                   

presentation on the history of the place and the atrocities that took place there, and then set                 

out to see with our own eyes what we had only read about or seen on the screen. 

Walking down the tree-lined path, it wasn’t obvious what had happened here. Even looking at               

the one remaining barrack with its rows and rows of wooden bunks, the history of this place                 



didn’t sink in. It wasn’t until we walked to the end of the gravel path behind a row of trees                    

where the crematorium was located and saw the multiple ovens, and then stood in the “bath                

house” with its heavy doors and gas outlets, that it became real. Human beings suffered here.                

Human beings were treated like animals here. Human beings were experimented on here.             

Human beings died here. Someone’s dad, or brother, or sister, or uncle died here. And it was                 

here that my students made the connection: fear and intolerance of people who are “different”               

can lead to this. They walked through the area in pairs or threes, arm in arm, with respect,                  

reverence, and empathy, struggling with their emotions and with tears in their eyes as they               

imagined the horrors. 

The bus ride back to our hotel was quiet as the students processed what they had seen. All                  

eyes were cast down or looking out the window. But that evening at dinner, they were ready to                  

talk as we gathered together to share our different responses and what we could learn from                

the experience. Differences should be celebrated. Differences aren’t necessarily bad. Accept,           

love, learn, and work together. Their thoughtfulness and empathy were moving. This was one              

lesson that couldn’t be fully understood from reading a book. 

A picture may be worth a thousand words, but in this case, an experience was worth a                 

thousand pictures. And what a privilege for me to share this experience with such thoughtful               

human beings who will forever look at the world and at difference from a new perspective.                

“Never Again” says the memorial inside Dachau. After this experience, I am hopeful. 

To learn more about student immersion trips, visit Pam Baker’s digital portfolio at             

http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~pbaker 

http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~pbaker


Get Bent
Jeff Robin, Art, High Tech High

Andrew Gloag, Math, High Tech High

The idea for “Get Bent” came from us working together in the past, where we 
combined art and calculus in a project called “Calculicous—making calculus 
delicious.” This year, students used three-dimensional geometry, calculus, physics, 
art, and wood working skills to design, explain, and construct chairs and lamps 
people would actually want in their homes. Students meticulously documented the 
process—from inspiration to design to construction—and wrote books about the 
experience. Our idea was that on exhibition night, people could sit in the chairs and 
read students’ books by the light of their lamps.

Teachers’ Reflection
Making bent wood furniture seemed cool. It still does. To get started, we looked on 
the internet to find ways people had steamed and bent solid wood, and we started 
experimenting. It was fun and exciting and very expensive. We found several barriers 
to steaming wood in a reasonable way. In particular, we never really found the perfect 
length of time to leave the wood in the steamer. The wood would often peel apart, 
split or simply not bend at all. We eventually came up with a good proof model 
using laminates. Doing the project ourselves first was an important step. We needed 
to know that the project was possible and how difficult it would be for students to 
complete. For example we learned that we would need to use laminates and that 
books made with one web-based publisher looked better than those with another. 
If we had not tried these steps first, we would have been left flat-footed with 50 
students. In the end we were pleased with how everything came together in time for 
exhibition night. 

Student Reflection
Get Bent was a unique project that got me into the senior mood. The other three 
years I have gone here I have always seen seniors working hard in Jeff’s class, making 
outstanding works of art and powerful projects. The resources we had in class 
allowed us to create a professional final product. Our final chair/lamp demonstrated 
high-level skills that we acquired over the course of the semester.    
        —Zac Wendroff

To learn more about this project visit 
jeffrobin.com or http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~ajgloag/

 



Viva La Revolucion!
Manuel Paul Lopez & Patrick Holder

Humanities, High Tech High

In a semester-long collaboration between two Humanities classes, students researched 
social movements in U.S. History and worked to create a single production drawing 
on the talents of the team. The movements ranged from the Black Arts movement of 
the Civil Rights era, to the Second-Wave Feminism inspired by Betty Friedan, to the 
work of Cesar Chavez and the United Farmworkers. Each student wrote an original 
play embodying the ideals/impacts of their chosen movement, as well a personal 
narrative exploring their own relationship with the issues (e.g., class, race, gender, 
state-authority) that inspired these moments of social and political engagement. The 
exhibition was a mixed-media performance of three student-authored plays, with audio 
recordings of students’ personal narratives embedded throughout the performance.

Teachers’ Reflection
A great moment, for both Paul and me, was seeing our team choose and produce the 
plays of students with such diverse voices and experiences. We loved how our kids 
came together and combined their talents to create a great production.

Student Reflections
I believe the importance behind this project was for us students to really go in depth 
about a social change that we wouldn’t normally study about and learn about how an 
inspired group of people can change the world we live in.

Robert Bannasch

[It] was one of those projects that made me think. In order to be successful, you had 
to become a mini-expert on your topic.  It was a creative way to get us to learn about 
history and why our society is the way it is today.

Pauline Velas

I learned so much from this project. Not just about the anti-World War I Movement, 
or the institution I wrote about. I learned about my peers’ movements and all of the 
work that goes into the production of a play. For this project we had many students 
at our disposal, and something that could have taken months was accomplished in 
weeks because of the way we were able to work together to get the job done.

Lindsay Felice

To learn more visit Patrick’s and Paul’s digital portfolios at
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~pholder/ & http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~plopez/



Cultural Encounters
Julio Delgado, Spanish, High Tech High
Dan Wise, Humanities, High Tech High

Our students explored how historical events such as immigration and war affected 
their families and the evolution of cultural traditions. Students read historical novels 
related to their families’ unique histories, presented on corresponding historical topics, 
and wrote creative pieces related to their families’ stories, significant moments and 
traditions. Each piece went through extensive critique and revision so that students 
could not only learn about each other, but also help each other with their writing. The 
final pieces were compiled and published as a book, Cultural Encounters, available 
at http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1934355, with each article accompanied 
by a family photo.

Teacher Reflection
When I first came to the United States from El Salvador in 1989 I had the opportunity 
to work with the homeless children of immigrants in Los Angeles. I spent a great 
deal of time listening to those kids’ stories. They helped me realize that everyone has 
an incredible story to tell and that their stories are part of a larger story: the story of 
people who have come to this country at different times and from different places. 
Our book continues that story, written with the ink and sweat of our students. 

—Julio Delgado

Student Reflections
During this project, we all had the chance to interview our family members and write 
a story based on one moment from their lives. This project didn’t just turn out to be 
a school project. It became a project for us, a way to discover a part of ourselves and 
get connected to our families. Nothing says more about your family than to actually 
write a fascinating story and know that you were somehow part of it! 

—Karina Davalos, 10th grade

I found out tons of little anecdotes about family members that I had never had the 
chance to know. Taking those stories and embellishing them was fun and interesting. 
I also got to refine my skills on Microsoft Publisher, a program that I realized could 
be used for a plethora of different jobs. 

—Carly Flowers, 10th grade

To learn more visit Julio’s and Dan’s digital portfolios at
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~jdelgado/ & http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~dwise/
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Resilience Café Project
Isla Kerr, Art, High Tech Middle Media Arts

Cady Staff, Humanities, High Tech Middle Media Arts

During the Resilience Café Project, 8th graders learned about resilient heroes from 
the past and present, and explored together what it means to be resilient. Students 
identified specific attributes to celebrate and communicate through their work. 
They connected a resilient historical figure, a resilient community member and their 
own personal story of resilience through writing and by creating an art piece full of 
symbolism. They honored their resilient community members by inviting them to a 
night of celebration through music, spoken word, poetry and artwork. 

Teachers’ Reflection
Students took the basic concept for the project and made it their own. The elements 
of choice, and the fact that students were working on this project in two out of their 
three classes, allowed for creativity and personal connections to emerge. Throughout 
the project, the energy was high, the creativity was buzzing, and the students were 
empowered to honor the resilience all around them!

Student Reflections
During this project I learned about the Civil War, Brown vs. The Board of Education, 
The Civil Rights Movement, and the Blues. I also learned that resilience is the ability 
to endure and be strengthened by the hardships you face. Basically, learning about 
resilience teaches us to go out of our comfort zone and to know that the struggle will 
help us become a better person.

—Andrew Sanchez
 
I loved exhibition because I felt proud of all of my pieces. Everybody liked my art 
piece and I felt like it represented my community member and historical figure. I was 
able to have in-depth conversations with other parents about my art.

—Hannah Hoang

I felt so good about this project! I was in my element considering we could do 
music. People were blown away by our song and that meant a lot to me. We got so 
many compliments that night. My grandmother said that she felt honored by our 
performance and was so proud of me.

—Lizzie Mooney

To learn more visit Isla’s and Cady’s digital portfolios at
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~ikerr/ & http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~cstaff/



Digital Storytelling
Zoë Randall, Multi-Media, High Tech Middle Media Arts

Students created digital stories about a defining moment, a message, or a lesson 
learned from their own lives or the life of someone they know. Through writing, 
storyboarding, and multiple cycles of critique, students developed their stories and 
hopefully discovered something new about themselves and others in the process. They 
collected images, recorded voice-overs and used digital movie-making software to 
produce their final films, which they shared on their digital portfolios and presented 
on the big screen for peers and parents at a Digital Storytelling Exhibition Night.

Teacher Reflection
Digital Storytelling has opened up doors to understanding my students better. I 
thought it would be all about them, their learning, their experience, but I see now 
that with storytelling, it’s a collective experience. Storytelling is a personal journey 
and it provides a lens through which to examine how we see ourselves, others, and 
our world. 

The students’ stories had an effect on both the viewers and producers. Many 
perspectives on the same subject can emerge in these personal accounts of defining 
life moments. We become witness to one interpretation of a very complex shared 
story. In the end, these stories are gateways into seeing our students, and learning 
from and about one another. As we share our stories, we built a community where 
students are heard and where they listen. 

Student Reflection
Over the time we have been studying how to make digital stories, I have learned a lot 
about myself. The purpose was to really learn who you are and what your milestones 
or defining moments are. I also learned how to write scripts, use pictures, record my 
voice, edit, and be a good producer/co-producer. I’m now more comfortable using 
iMovie and other applications like it. I learned to use the power of digital story 
telling to get my stories out there. Now I have the ability to show who I am, and 
express my stories in a whole new way that I never knew existed.

—Rebecca Markowitz, 6th Grade

To learn more visit Zoë’s digital portfolio at 
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~zrandall



Chemistry and Conflict
Peter Jana, Humanities, High Tech High

Daisy Sharrock, Chemistry, High Tech High

The inspiration for this project came from a “thing biography” display at a Los 
Angeles bookstore, exploring topics ranging from salt to political ideologies, written 
from various disciplinary perspectives. We asked ourselves, Why not have students 
create ‘thing biographies’ that integrate chemistry and history, where they study 
elements and chemical compounds that played a role in historical and contemporary 
conflicts, and produce a beautiful book?

Working in pairs, students explored connections between a historical and a modern 
conflict. They explored a variety of topics, from the use of uranium during the Cold 
War arms race to the exploitation of coltan in the Congo today. They created copper 
etchings, conducted library research, wrote lengthy history chapters, and developed 
their own mini-projects related to a contemporary conflict. They also engaged in 
an extensive critique and editing process and had to satisfy a student-run editorial 
board before teachers even read their drafts. The book was displayed at exhibition 
night and is available at: http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1841770

Teachers’ Reflection
Having an early deadline allowed us to produce physical copies of the book in time 
for exhibition night, and gave us a couple of weeks to conduct oral exams that 
served as preparation for their exhibition night presentations.  

Student Reflection
My favorite part in the process of creating our final product was the editing phase. 
While some would find the task tedious and annoying, I found it interesting to read 
about the topics that the other students were exploring, watching the information in 
each paper grow and grow after every draft.

The amount of knowledge required to write an informed, detailed book chapter 
was immense. Absolute mastery of the content was necessary to meet the gold 
standard and get your work published. The challenge to draw connections and find 
lessons from a historical conflict and apply them to solve a modern day conflict was 
difficult, but it was satisfying to know that your solution was valid and rooted in 
well-researched facts.

—Wade Bruffey, 10th grade

To learn more visit Peter’s and Daisy’s digital portfolios at
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~pjana/ & http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~dsharrock/



Soaring Eagles
Sarah Rodriquez, Humanities, High Tech High Media Arts
Chris Rosskopf, Multimedia, High Tech High Media Arts

In this collaboration between the San Diego Unified School District’s Indian 
Education Program, American Indian members of the High Tech High community, 
and our Humanities and Multimedia classes, students explored the culture, history 
and current issues facing American Indian communities through literature, guest 
and teacher lectures, documentaries, and their own independent research. Through 
interviews and filming for our documentary, we bore witness to the San Diego inter-
tribal community’s efforts to pass their traditional cultures and identities on to their 
youth. The documentary won an award at the San Diego Indie fest. 

Teacher Reflections
Aware of the tendency of non-Natives to appropriate, skew, or erase the lives and 
cultures of indigenous people, we challenged ourselves to center the voices and 
narratives of the Soaring Eagles members, a Native American cultural youth group 
active in San Diego. One of the highlights of this project was the warm appreciation 
that we received from many of the Native American people that attended and 
participated in the exhibition. One community member and HTHMA grandmother 
wrote “thank you for ‘seeing’ us, and helping others hear our voices.”

—Sarah Rodriguez
 
To enable 50 students to contribute meaningfully to a single film, we broke students 
into crews, each with a specific assignment (e.g., an individual to interview, a 
performance to film, or taping B-roll at a Soaring Eagles meeting). A member from 
each crew then edited their footage into a master timeline, which the class watched 
and critiqued, until it was revised to its final finished state.

—Chris Rosskopf

Students’ Reflection
There’s an enormous difference between learning from books, documentaries, and 
the internet, and actually going in and being able to ask questions to a genuine 
Native-American. At Soaring Eagles, we met and interviewed many diverse Natives, 
all with their unique stories. 

—Ahsaki Hawkins and Taylor Cook, 11th grade

To learn more visit Sarah’s and Chris’ digital portfolios at 
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~srodriquez/ & http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~crosskopf/



Life: The Book
Brandon Davidson, Biology, High Tech High Media Arts
Randy Scherer, Humanities, High Tech High Media Arts

In this project a humanities class and a biology class collaborated to explore the 
growing role of genetic engineering in American life. From conception through birth, 
childhood through adulthood, students examined the social, economic, political and 
historical implications genetic engineering has had and may have on American life. 
They also explored how these ideas connected to broader issues relating to healthcare 
in American society. 

In Biology, students studied genetics, DNA, and biotechnology, using the same 
methods to produce and isolate proteins as those used by biotechnology companies 
to develop protein-based biopharmaceutical drugs. In Humanities, each student 
wrote an article about the impact of genetic science on a specific stage of human life. 
Articles ranged from the science and economics of cord-blood banking to personally 
relevant cases of genetically inherited diseases. In their exhibition of learning, students 
demonstrated the genetic engineering techniques used to create biopharmaceutical 
drugs, discussed their articles with the public, and sold the first copies of Life: The 
Book. 

Teacher Reflection
The lab series was possible through a collaborative program with Miramar College 
and Amgen.  They helped to transform the classroom into a biotechnology lab. As 
a teacher, I value daily, rigorous lab work. The process makes abstract concepts 
crystallize for students, and helps our exploration of complex scientific ideas feel 
authentic.

—Brandon Davidson

Student Reflection
My article was about HPV vaccines and why they are an issue in society today. I 
presented the perspectives of senators, doctors, parents, and even young women 
who had the vaccination. I interviewed associates from Planned Parenthood and 
got their opinion on the controversy. This project taught me more about something 
that is affecting young girls like myself, so the article was not only informative and 
helpful for the readers, but also for myself.

—Siarah Loyd, 11th grade

To learn more visit Randy’s and Brandon’s digital portfolios at 
http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~rscherer/ & http://dp.hightechhigh.org/~bdavidson/



Inventions
Diana Glover & Marissa Funk, Second Grade, 

Explorer Elementary Charter School
Jeff Major, Math/Physics, High Tech High International

What would second graders invent to make the world a better place? A trash 
machine that converts all the garbage on the planet into marshmallows. A flying car 
powered entirely by solar panels. A gizmo that translates animal speech to human 
talk, so that animals can tell us when they are sick. The “nice” machine, where 
people can stick one of their fingers in a hole and the machine will count how many 
times the person has been nice. For this project, students approached the engineering 
process through a creative lens. In science, they studied and created simple machines. 
In literature studies, they read Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs and The BFG, 
which both involve creative inventions like machines that rain meatballs or that 
catch dreams. Inspired by these ideas and their own imaginations, they dreamt up 
their own machines to help our society. They then investigated different materials 
and collaborated with 9th grade students from High Tech High International to 
design and build models of their inventions. 

Student Reflections
This project was kind of frustrating because you had to design it and build it. The 
teenagers were cool. They helped me find the materials and use the hot glue gun.

—Donnie, 2nd grade

Making our invention was fun. It was hard to design it and make it. The big kids 
were nice and they helped us a lot.

—Gigi, 2nd grade

The experience was really enlightening for me, I loved working with the students to 
help them bring their imaginations into reality. 

—Heather, 9th grade

My partner wanted to make a bed that automatically woke you up by springing you 
from a horizontal sleeping position to an upright nearly standing position. She told 
me she didn’t want her parents waking her up anymore so she invented this bed. I 
helped her put together the bed with cotton balls, bottle caps, popsicle sticks and 
other supplies. I liked her idea. Hopefully she will officially invent something like 
this when she gets older.

—Keana, 9th Grade

For more information, visit http://www.explorerelementary.org/ 
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Student: Can’t I just use a parachute when we drop our egg off the roof of the high school? 

Teacher: No you may not. I want you to think outside of the box on this project. 

Another student: What about styrofoam? Can I put my egg in a box full of styrofoam? 

This is when I realized we had a problem. The prohibitions on parachutes and Styrofoam were                

specifically mentioned in class and in the project description, and now these were the kinds of                

questions I was getting. There could be two explanations. The first might be expected of my                

eighth graders: they were not listening during class. The second explanation was a little more               

shocking: they were not even reading the project description! So why, then, was I spending so                

much time on project descriptions in the first place? 

Realizing the latter was the problem was one thing, but I was stumped on how to solve it.                  

Then I remembered a lesson offered by a veteran teacher in my credentialing program, about               

annotating text while reading. At first, I wasn’t sure how I could incorporate this idea in my                 

math/science classroom, but now the answer was clear. I decided to have my students              

annotate the project description handouts while they read them for the first time. 

Some students were not crazy about the idea of taking notes on a project since they felt like                  

they were always taking notes in their classes. However, once I explained that they could               

simply jot down key information in the margins, write questions to the author regarding the               

material, or highlight important words, sentences, or sections, they seemed relieved and            

willing to participate. 

A Conversation with the Author 

After giving a brief overview of our upcoming project, I passed out the project description and                

gave the students about seven minutes to read it over and annotate. The simple activity               

worked wonders. During our question and answer session, students asked me great questions             

in front of the class, which meant that everyone could hear the answer and make additional                

notes on their handout. If, to quote my credentialing colleague, “annotating is like having a               

conversation with the author,” in this case I was the author, and I was right there! Although                 

there is value in annotating material when the author is not present, in this case my students                 

had the opportunity to question the author (me) directly. 

 

Given time in class to read the handout and write down questions, my students seemed to be                 



absorbing the information more effectively. Listening to each other’s questions and hearing            

the answers, they developed a clear idea of what the project entailed, and what the               

expectations were for the deliverables. In addition, as they took time to read, highlight, and               

write on the project description, I believe my students felt more of a connection with the                

handout and greater familiarity with the information therein. As a result, they now knew              

where to find answers to future questions about the project. 

An Inclusive Classroom 

One of the biggest challenges I experience as a teacher is to find and use effective tools for                  

teaching and learning in a full inclusion classroom. The annotation exercise was a huge step in                

the right direction because it allowed my students to learn together. For example, all of my                

students were given a chance to highlight any vocabulary words that were unclear. Although I               

try to use words that everyone understands, some project descriptions may include an             

unfamiliar word, phrase, or technical term. This unfamiliar vocabulary may prove to be a              

challenge for any of my students, whether they are advanced, have an Individualized             

Education Program (IEP), or are considered to be an English Language Learner (ELL). 

In many classroom situations students sit back silently, confused by the text, not wanting to               

bring attention to the fact that they don’t understand. As a way for everyone to seek                

clarification, annotation creates a comfortable atmosphere where the students are willing to            

share their questions. I noticed a substantial increase in the number of questions I received as                

compared to previous projects where I just went over the handout and asked if there were any                 

questions. 

I think I can encourage even more questions and requests for clarification if I phrase my                

questions so as to let students know their feedback is helping, not only their classmates, but                

also their teacher and future students who will work on this project. Examples of such               

questions are, “What could I, as the author, add to the project description to improve it or                 

make it easier to understand? Have I left any important details out of the project description?                

Did you come across any words in the project description that you wish I had provided a                 

definition of?” 

Teacher as Learner 

Annotation has proven to be just as much of a learning experience for me as it was for my                   

students. After my students annotated the project description for our science project, I             



realized that there was room for improvement on my part. For example, I could have added a                 

section to the handout that described the tools they would use during their project. I could                

also have attached the list of astronomy topics that they would eventually select from. I could                

have provided definitions for some of the technical terms in the description. 

Another lesson for me was to take note of the words that the students highlighted as difficult                 

to understand. For those words that I consider to be important vocabulary, my plan is to                

eventually display them on a word wall in the classroom, to provide a visual reminder of                

important and challenging words. I may also create a glossary in my project descriptions to               

include the definitions for any new terminology. 

I owe a “thank you” to the students in my class who asked me if they could use parachutes or                    

styrofoam for their egg drop project. Without these questions, it may have taken me a lot                

longer to figure out that my students were not reading my project descriptions. Their              

questions gave me the perfect opportunity to introduce the strategy of annotation. All I hoped               

for was some assurance that my preparation of the project descriptions was not in vain. Little                

did I know that the activity would lead to such substantial learning for me. 
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“Everyone, open your books to chapter 7 section 2 as we will be learning how to factor degree 3                   

polynomials.” 

I can imagine this statement being said, in some fashion, within the vast majority of high                

school math classrooms across our seemingly broken educational system. Almost all of us             

have at some point taught something that was completely irrelevant to the lives of our               

students. And we knew it! 

The fact is that nobody has ever come up to me on the street and asked for help with factoring,                    

or called me late at night, unable to sleep, because they were curious as to why the square root                   

of two is an irrational number. It is unfortunate that this doesn’t happen, but I would be                 

kidding myself if I thought these were genuine student concerns within the realm of what we                

call “life.” I think it is time for us as teachers to be honest about what we teach, and to                    

question why every student needs to know the entire breadth of standards associated with a               

particular subject. 

 

Deep vs. Wide 

There was a study published recently in Science Education (2009) that made a comparison              

between teachers who “sprinted” to cover all of the standards with teachers who slowed down               

and went deeper into the material. The students who “sprinted” ended up scoring higher on               

the standardized test due to covering more material. But the students who learned through              

the slower, in-depth approach earned higher grades in their college classes. 

Is our goal to have students performing better on standardized tests or to be prepared for                

what they are going to encounter in college and life? The ideal would be that they would be                  

prepared for both. So the questions become, what do we want to leave the students with? How                 

are we going to prepare them for the real world? What do we want them to learn about                  

themselves? And how do we do it? 

To clear the air, I don’t believe that students are taking my calculus class because they need                 

help doubling a recipe or balancing their checkbook. I believe it is because we want to expose                 

students to the poetry of numbers, to have a new outlook on how to solve problems, to be able                   

to think outside of the box, and to see how the unbreakable human spirit has conquered                

problems that once mystified the greatest of thinkers. Like any great symphony, mathematics             

represents a pinnacle of human creativity. We teach math to enrich the lives of our students in                 



a way akin to reading poetry or composing music. 

Bringing Math to Life 

This year I wanted to do something big that would change the perception of mathematics for                

my students and the surrounding community. My goal was to create a math exhibition that               

would allow students to showcase their depth of understanding in a creative way. I wanted               

nothing to do with the poster-board type of science fair displays. I wanted math to come alive                 

through the work of my students. It was time for math to become art and art to become math. 

In order to pull this off it was clear that I was going to need help. After all, having the students                     

for only an hour a day seemed to be great limitation to this type of creativity. I enlisted the                   

help of Margret Noble, a sound artist, multi-media teacher, colleague, and friend. I also got               

help from as many math/physics friends as I could. I contacted about thirty people. Fifteen               

were willing to act as mentors, spending time meeting with one or more groups of students                

and/or corresponding through e-mail. All of the mentors were physics Ph.D. students, or had              

their PhD and were working in labs or as engineers. The students found the mentors to be a                  

great resource. As one student said, “I got a lot of positive feedback from adults. They helped                 

me understand a very complicated topic in a very simple way.” 

Student Voice and Choice 

Margaret and I envisioned mixing multimedia with mathematics by having students create            

video, sound, photography, and mixed media installations that explored math-related topics.           

We started the project by creating a list of 50 topics for the students to pick from, though they                   

were not restricted to the list. Once the students had selected a topic we had them brainstorm                 

possible creative ways of expressing it (i.e. their product). Each student also completed a              

research paper on their topic and gave a power point pre-production oral presentation to              

explain their topic to the rest of the class. 

Along the way, students participated in four in-class critiques of their products, with             

opportunities to revise after each one. For each critique, students displayed their work on the               

large screen and the rest of the class would give kind, specific, and helpful feedback. These                

peer critiques were key to ensuring that students produced beautiful products. As they pushed              

each other’s creativity and offered new ideas, students’ projects evolved into a variety of              

forms: 



A video with animated fractals, another on chaos theory, an artistic representation of             

tessellations, a flash video on relativity, music produced using Pythagorean scales,           

photography that displayed entropy, Pi and mental illness in mathematics, a beautiful silent             

film which used cryptography to crack a love letter, photography and video of the golden ratio,                

a video/sound installation on algorithmic compositions using Markov chains, a Leonardo da            

Vinci model airplane explaining the physics of flight, a comical rap on the life of Pythagoras,                

and many more. 

A student who has struggled with math in the past noted that these peer critiques were                

instrumental in helping students reach their goals: 

During the first two critiques I was a little scared because I didn’t think that our                

project was good enough and had thoughts in my head saying it could be better.               

But after the second critique I caught fire. I had many more ideas for our project                

and I was motivated to make it better. On our last critique a lot of good things                 

were said about our project and it felt good knowing that we were that much               

closer to having a completed senior project. 

Student choice also played a critical role. Contrary to what one might assume, having students               

choose their own topics to explore created some of the most rigorous and authentic student               

work I have ever seen. Not only did the students have choice in what they were learning, they                  

also chose how they wanted to display it. Furthermore, as the project work progressed, I               

realized that once the students’ buy in was there, the usual achievement gap between students               

almost entirely disappeared. This same student found that this project gave him something to              

be proud of: 

I honestly am proud of my project, because our animation came a long way from               

what we had in the beginning. A lot of hours were put in, learning Adobe After                

Effects, perfecting the animation, making the concept of infinite monkey theorem           

as simple as possible, and staying during lunch and after school so we could finish               

up and meet the deadlines. 

Exhibition 

Students exhibited their final work on a Thursday evening at Sushi Contemporary            

Performance and Visual Arts, a gallery and performance space in downtown San Diego. The              

venue had professional lighting and ample wall space for multiple projections. It took us two               



days to set up the exhibition, hanging photos, placing installations, and installing projectors             

throughout the space. When the lights were turned down and the student work was              

illuminated it seemed almost magical. Prior to the exhibition, we had reached out to CNBC,               

Voice of San Diego, and City Beat Magazine to help promote the show. The most common                

phrase I heard that evening from the parents, media, and other visitors was “I can’t believe                

that high school students did this!” 

As an educator, this experience proved to me that mathematics can not only be enjoyable for                

students, it can be downright memorable. This was possible through giving student choice and              

by letting them explore math through their own creative personalities. In the words of my               

teaching partner, Margaret Noble, “This project worked because math moved from the            

abstract realm into the tangible. Numbers and concepts became people, culture, history and             

philosophy that students could illuminate to the public.” 

Or, as one student said, “It definitely widened my view of math. At first I thought math was                  

only useful to scientists and mathematicians, but this project showed me that math is              

everywhere.” What more could a math teacher want? 
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I got a puppy recently. Like any nervous new mother, I’ve been reading up—how to               

housebreak the dog, how to keep the dog from barking at the neighbors, how to get the dog to                   

fetch a bone. Quite by accident, I found Dick Maller’s 21 Days to a Trained Dog and began                  

using it as my guidebook. Published in 1977, Maller’s text oozes with a familiar Deweyan               

progressivism, popularized by many alternative educational theorists of that era. To make the             

dog sit, do not use force. Instead, follow the dog through his natural activities and praise him                 

profusely every time his rump touches the floor. Do not coerce the dog by pressing down on                 

his behind with your hand. The dog wants to please you out of instinct, not coercion. Coercion                 

produces a hostile, resentful, hand-shy dog, a belligerent and ill-tempered creature. Let the             

dog learn for himself. It may take longer, but the learning will be deeper, and the dog, more                  

pleasant. 

My selection of this text was fortuitous; I am struck by Maller’s pedagogy, mildly amused and                

amazed that progressivism has percolated into, of all places, a dog-training manual. Yet, it              

makes sense. And in practice, it’s working. My dog is quite happy to sit now that he knows he                   

can do it on his own and receive my loving praise. Before, my attempts to guide his rear-end                  

to the floor were met with nips and snarls. 

But he wasn’t a mean dog before; he was defending his autonomy. He spends so much of his                  

day doing what he’s told—pee outside, go to sleep, chew your bone—at least I can let him do a                   

simple thing like “sit” on his own. 

Are Kids Really Like Dogs? 

Smart dog. Life imitates life. The dog’s nips and snarls are not unlike the aggressive               

recalcitrance typical of young humans thrust into a coercive educational environment.           

Belligerent and ill-tempered creatures fill our schools. In many institutions, teachers spend            

much of their time engaged in acts of discipline instead of teaching. They reprimand students               

who do not wish to be coerced and whose well-being is threatened by coercion. Thankfully,               

contemporary educators are rediscovering the transformative power of student-directed         

learning. Psychologist William Glasser (1990) had tremendous success with the ‘nippers’ and            

’snarlers’ of Johnson City Schools. If students weren’t motivated, he waited patiently for them              

to become motivated. If students asked about their grades, Glasser bounced the question             

back, “What grade would you give your work?” The results were astonishing. Students finally              

began to care, but only, Glasser argues, once they were given the room to care, for themselves.                 

Deborah Meier’s (1995) approach at Central Park East Secondary School was similarly            



metamorphic. Students from this high-risk school take responsibility for themselves simply           

because they are allowed to do so. And A.S. Neill (1995) certainly had the value of                

self-direction in mind when, in 1921, he founded the famous Summerhill ‘free’ school. 

As revolutionary as the tether-loosening approach has seemed in recent decades, cropping up             

in Montessori and Outward Bound expedition-style programs in even some public schools,            

the strategy is hardly new-wave. Before Dewey, Emerson, in his seminal essay, “The American              

Scholar,” envisioned a utopian United States whose success depended on the self-motivated            

scholarship of its citizens. The life of the medieval monk thoroughly engaged in self-study and               

the life of the mind became the basis for Oxford University’s tutoring system. Socrates led               

students through the intricacies of their own minds through rational discussion. Clearly the             

theory returns because, in practice, the theory works. 

In keeping with a student-centered pedagogy, I test the theory against my personal experience              

every day. Like many people, I don’t remember a thing my teachers told me. Yet, I consider                 

myself the beneficiary of an extraordinary education. My peak experiences as a student             

happened entirely within my own mind. The materials I was coerced to absorb (the names of                

explorers, the moons of Uranus, the formula for the area of a hexagon) dissipated quickly. I do                 

remember, however, my fifth grade report on an obscure little rodent called the Pica chiefly               

because I picked it; no one else had ever heard of it. I was to become the expert and I did. I                      

remember the “aha” moments—generated by that ‘light within’ as the Quakers would say—and             

brought to fruition only because I was a child of the seventies and was encouraged to have                 

these moments. I’ve erased teachers entirely from my consciousness. My mentors and            

advisors I cherish, but my teachers? At the risk of sounding self-disparaging, I swatted them               

like flies. 

Today, I fully expect my own students to loathe me. When they do, I consider it a signal, a                   

‘nip’ or a ’snarl’ that masks a loss of student autonomy. A cry of “let me have my self” churns                    

beneath their complaints and whining. Indeed, maintaining a progressive pedagogy as an            

individual teacher is a challenge when so many of our institutions condition students to              

respond only to external reinforcement. My methodology strains and quivers when students            

veer off the approved or familiar path. I break out in a sweat when fourteen-year-olds,               

unaccustomed to large chunks of loosely directed time, flounder their way through a free              

period because no teacher has told them to “get to work.” 

Bamboozlement In Action 



Some so-called progressive educators and institutions alleviate this anxiety by offering good            

grades to students who use their ’self-directed’ learning time well. Peter Elbow (1986) calls              

this practice “the pedagogy of the bamboozled.” Students, like dogs who are given inconsistent              

feedback, become confused and resentful. Students are told to take responsibility for their             

learning. They are promised the opportunity. But they never really get it. They are              

bamboozled by an inchoate promise of freedom and self-direction in a system of arbitrary,              

external feedback that robs them of that promise. 

Maller’s manual offers suggestions for how to avoid bamboozling your dog. When your dog              

barks excessively, toss a segment of link chain behind him. The ruckus from the falling chain                

will startle the dog and discourage future barking. To achieve the best effect, don’t let the dog                 

see you or else he will associate you with the disturbing clamor. When the dog accepts                

responsibility for his own barking, he shuts up. Best of all, he’s figured it out by himself and                  

doesn’t blame Master for the ruckus. The dog perceives the chain as a natural consequence of                

his barking and relents. 

The simplicity and apparent crudity of this method—operant conditioning, really—should not           

be laughably dismissed. In a way, this is progressivism in action. Dewey (1997) recommends              

that students experience as many natural consequences as possible. By ‘natural’ Dewey means             

that the consequences must be logical; they must make sense in the larger order of the world.                 

Arbitrarily constructed frameworks for student feedback do nothing to teach students how            

their lives interact with the life of the planet. Grades and ranking supplant the natural               

consequences of their efforts. Be they positive or negative, external evaluations have the             

power to strip learning from its larger context. The experiences can be especially bamboozling              

for students who’ve been promised the opportunity for authentic learning, but are later             

swindled by a system that insists on semester finals and cumulative averages, as if the               

learning ceases when the last blue exam book is submitted. 

Authenticity On the Horizon 

Outdoor education, a field through which I first made my entry into teaching, has had an                

easier time evading the bamboozlement of students. Students’ actions have direct and natural             

consequences. Students who don’t pack a raincoat get wet. Slow hikers who don’t make it to                

the lunch spot on time get hungry. The “teacher” in this type “classroom” functions primarily               

as a highlighter pen, emphasizing cause-and-effect relationships between students and the           

environment. At most, an outdoor educator will read between the lines, so to speak, and insert                



marginalia for student reflection. The instructor never grades students; students grade           

themselves based on their experiences of hunger or thirst or blisters or a great mountaintop               

view. 

For academic educators, the struggle to maintain authenticity and avoid bamboozlement           

inside traditional classrooms is profound. Unfortunately, many of today’s mainstream schools           

are so far removed from reality that hermetic systems of incentives and punishments are              

absolutely necessary to provide students with any kind of feedback. For obvious reasons,             

natural consequences are more difficult to fabricate for people than for dogs. Tossing a link               

chain behind my ninth graders’ heads is an amusing mental image, but hardly substitutes for               

meaningful, authentic feedback from the world at large. 

Some contemporary educators are increasing the authenticity of the traditional classroom           

through greater implementation of group projects that replicate “real-life” work. My middle            

school English students used to construct mock National Geographic magazines on Africa for             

which they compiled research from the Internet, scanned photos into the computer for their              

covers, and worked in editorial groups to make layout decisions. Students thrived in the              

autonomous environment the project offered, but I am still saddened that their magazines will              

only ever be “mockeries” of the real thing. Their publications only reach one audience—our              

school—and the students don’t benefit from the feedback a widely distributed, professional            

periodical would receive from the world. Their publications don’t have to answer to             

distribution fluctuations, budgetary considerations, or shifting consumer demands. As an          

individual, I can push my students’ work towards greater and greater authenticity, but I am               

still limited by the larger educational system that constrains me. 

Authenticity is provided by the planet, not by classrooms. The world’s organic            

circumstances—the biological, environmental, and sociological—involved complex      

relationships between people and matter, animals, vapors, gardens, money, faith. Immersion           

in the plain and immediate truth of these relationships is the best teacher. 

And so… 

So where do all these musings lead me? I’ve constructed a vision of education that calls for my                  

own erasure and dismantles the system that currently employs me. Through a convoluted,             

postmodern sleight-of-hand, I’ve thought myself out of existence. What now? To abdicate the             

traditional, authoritative role of “teacher” is to risk unemployment. Yet I cannot, in good              

conscience, continue to bamboozle my students with embryonic pedagogy, a pedagogy that’s            



only half-formed and limited by its umbilical relationship to a larger being. A methodology              

that values authenticity only thrives with the sustenance of the entire system; the whole              

organism must contribute in order for the embryo to survive. I cannot offer students              

empowerment and then snatch it away. I cannot profess a doctrine of authentic,             

student-directed learning while I hide behind my grade book and arbitrary evaluation rubrics.             

I’ll do everything in my power to never do that again. I have to promise to make the promise a                    

reality. The choices are to either leave education entirely or continue to help the larger system                

evolve through the persistent implementation of small changes. I want to choose the latter. 
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I teach art in a school where there is lots of hands-on learning going on all the time. Of course,                    

we want our student to be able to read and write, and so for all of us, the question arises, how                     

do we incorporate reading and writing into our projects? And for me, what does it mean to                 

“read” and “write” in art class? 

My ninth-grade projects this past semester incorporated all sorts of art learning, from how to               

mix color, how to use Photoshop to compose a painting, and even how to build an entire city                  

out of recycled materials. We read a lot and often, and had discussions on topics from                

aesthetic value to copyright laws and appropriation. I even threw in a Socratic seminar for one                

of the tougher readings, to tease out some deeper thinking and conversation. By the end of our                 

city project, there were a few weeks left, so I decided to introduce a quick project involving                 

some art history and art terminology. In the end, this project offered me a new “look” at                 

reading in art. 

To launch the project, I prepared a brief PowerPoint lecture on Renaissance art, illustrated              

largely with images from Leonardo Da Vinci’s work. Peppered among the images were art              

terms dealing with the elements and principles of design, such as repetition, balance,             

symmetry, weight, and chiaroscuro (contrast). In groups of four, students wrote down            

everything they could about the images and words on the screen, and came up with some                

“want to learn” questions. This exercise got the students talking about the images, and each               

student could be an expert without the pressure of being wrong. We discussed all of the terms,                 

and I told them what I expected as a product, showing them a model I had made. 

Essentially, the project is an exercise where the students select an image from a Renaissance               

artist and, using tracing paper, make five transparent layers, each one showing different             

elements or principles of art and design. In this case, each student showed how the eye moves                 

in tracking the image, and what aspects of the image help direct the viewer’s eyes. They                

created layers showing the repetitious motifs in the images, the balance, symmetry or             

asymmetry, contrast, and the foreground, middle, and background. In a sense, the project             

affords an entry point into any image and offers students a common language to begin a                

dialogue with an image. 

I had a bit of an epiphany during this project. I had been searching for ways to bring reading                   

and writing into art class, in this case via the initial exercise and some reflective writing at the                  

end, when it dawned on me that I was being a bit too literal. In the visual arts we look at texts                      



all the time; these just happen to be visual art or images. Of course, I will continue to bring in                    

written texts and have the students write about art. But I am also helping the students develop                 

a parallel literacy—a way to read visual texts and a language to articulate what is happening in                 

a work of art, or on a poster, web page, advertisement, or the like. Learning to “read” and                  

“write” visually is as important in its own way as articulating oneself via the written word. It is                  

just a different language with its own set of rules to follow and to break. 
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For educators and policymakers who are passionate about social justice, one of the most              

vexing problems in American education is closing the achievement gap. On almost every             

measure of student performance—standardized test scores, high school graduation rates, and           

college admissions—middle-class white students outperform lower-income students of color.         

In the nationwide discussion about closing this gap, a few charter school organizations have              

been widely heralded as models of success. 

In mid-April, some fellow graduate students and I spent a day at one of these schools. After                 

spending the past year immersed at High Tech High, I appreciated this opportunity to              

experience a different school environment with its own unique priorities and structures. Prior             

to coming to High Tech High, I was a teacher in Oakland, California, at a school where the                  

student body closely resembled this school’s target demographics, namely, low-income          

African American and Latino kids with math and reading skills several years below grade              

level. As such, I was especially interested in seeing, firsthand, the strategies that this              

organization used to address the achievement gap. 

What struck me first and foremost during our visit was the orderly behavior of the students                

we encountered. A sense of seriousness pervaded the school. In each of the classrooms we               

visited, the majority of students appeared focused on the lesson, working quietly on the task at                

hand. Every classroom had at least one student representative who stepped forward to             

introduce him or herself, looking us in the eye and extending a professional handshake. 

A key element of this organization’s educational philosophy is an emphasis on shaping             

appropriate student behavior. Towards this end, the school has created a system of external              

rewards (known as “ganas”) and demerits (known as “debits”). At the school store, students              

can trade their ganas for physical rewards like pencils, sweatshirts, or bowling trips. The              

teachers also share a number of acronyms, chants, hand signals, and routines that the              

students learn early on and practice repeatedly. For instance, during the eighth grade             

community meeting we observed, rather than having students clap or cheer, the Director of              

High School Placement encouraged students to “shine” their approval silently by flicking their             

open palms back and forth or to snap their fingers quietly. In the fifth grade classrooms, when                 

students wanted permission to use the restroom, they held their hands up in the shape of a                 

“Quiet Coyote.” Students also learn call and response chants, as well as behavioral             

expectations such as SLANT (Sit up straight, Lean forward, Ask questions, Nod, and Track the               

speaker). These little “gimmicks,” as one science teacher called them, acculturate students to             



respond quickly to adult direction, which allows for more “time on task” in the classroom. 

My fellow graduate students and I had the opportunity to observe three fifth grade              

classrooms, where one of the school’s core principles—an “unrelenting focus on           

results”—came through most vividly. In each of the classrooms, the pressure of preparing             

students for the upcoming California Standards Tests (CST) manifested itself in a different             

way. 

Throughout the math teacher’s lesson—direct instruction on calculating perimeter while          

students silently took notes—she made frequent reference to the exam. For instance, she             

emphasized the importance of putting the correct units next to a numerical answer because              

“little things like that will get your answer wrong on the state test.” When reprimanding               

students for their lack of focus, she expressed her disapproval by saying, “I only have 16 days                 

‘til testing,” making it clear that they were on a tight timeline. 

In the science class, students spent a large chunk of the period playing bingo to review for the                  

exams. The bingo questions required a great deal of factual recall, and students referred              

extensively to a pile of flashcards with definitions and memory aids. The teacher also used               

kinesthetic mnemonic devices to help the students remember concepts such as the path of              

oxygen through the body. Their exit card, a daily ritual, was a check for understanding of key                 

exam content. Finally, in the English Language Arts class, the teacher made a point of telling                

us how much she wanted her kids to have an opportunity to write poetry, but she was                 

concerned about spending too much time on the writing. Instead of creating poems from              

scratch, her students took an existing poem and swapped out some of the words with their                

own. 

The latter two teachers, who graciously spoke with us at length, explained that a significant               

portion of their professional development time centers on strategies for raising test scores.             

Teachers work together to develop common language around test-taking strategies that they            

teach to the students, such as “Brain Bubbling” or “Power Stripping” or “Martian Style.” In the                

English Language Arts classes, teachers spend a great deal of time assessing each student              

individually on their reading levels using Pearson Education’s Analytical Reading Inventory.           

In the Language Arts room, a poster on the wall proclaims, “All fifth graders will move up at                  

least two reading levels by the end of April.” To achieve this goal, the teachers are                

experimenting with using literature circles and Socratic Seminars, strategies inspired by their            

director, a former English teacher. Every six to eight weeks, all teachers administer             



benchmark tests using the EduSoft program, which generates CST type questions and            

provides detailed results by student. Occasionally, they also administer full-day CST practice            

sessions. 

Our visit took place two weeks before the California Standards Tests, and we kept clearly in                

mind that our observations might have looked very different had we visited during another              

time of the year. Nationwide, though, this organization’s intensive focus on preparing            

students for standardized exams has been hailed in the media as an effort to give               

disadvantaged students an unparalleled education. Paul Tough, an editor at the New York             

Times Magazine, characterizes the approach of these schools as “an unexpected twist on the              

‘separate but equal’ standard.” He describes the founders’ attitudes as follows: “An ‘equal’             

education is not good enough. Students who enter middle school significantly behind grade             

level don’t need the same good education that most American middle-class students receive;             

they need a better education, because they need to catch up.” 

My observations left me wondering, though, about the use of the word “better.” Are the               

low-income students of color at this school truly receiving a better education than their              

counterparts at more affluent, suburban schools across town? If “better” means more time             

and effort dedicated to raising standardized test scores, then perhaps the answer is yes. The               

organization’s behavioral norms, instructional strategies, and professional development are         

impressively well aligned toward achieving higher test results. More than any other charter             

school I have visited, this school struck me as a well-oiled machine in its clear focus on a                  

unified, coherent goal. 

But closing the gap between low-income students of color and affluent white students means              

paying attention to more than standardized test scores. In terms of predicting life outcomes,              

college admissions and college graduation rates are, arguably, more important measures to            

consider. Indeed, the school’s own mission statement is a nod to the latter argument. Its               

mission is “to ensure that students develop the academic skills, intellectual habits, and             

character traits needed to succeed in top-quality high schools, colleges, and the competitive             

world beyond.” 

The organization’s emphasis on extrinsic motivation makes me question how effective it is in              

achieving these goals. In the short run, the school’s ganas and debits system, its hand gestures                

and other routines, efficiently shape student behavior and quickly facilitate compliance with            

adult directions. I wonder, though, how these structures affect the students’ internal            



motivation in the long run. A significant body of psychology research has shown that both               

rewards and punishments are largely ineffective in producing lasting change in attitudes and             

behaviors. University of Rochester psychologist Edward Deci has found that these techniques,            

in fact, undermine children’s ability to take responsibility for their actions. I wonder, then,              

how many of these students actually internalize their “good student” identities, developing            

intellectual habits and traits that endure well after they leave the school. And how many are                

just behaving like good students in the short run because of their highly controlled              

environment? 

I also wonder to what extent the students are developing meaningful skills beyond those              

tested on the standardized exams. To succeed in “top-quality high schools and colleges,”             

students need the ability to write fluently for a variety of purposes and audiences. They need                

practice crafting multiple drafts of their writing, so they can learn to self-assess and refine               

their work. To succeed in “the competitive world beyond,” they also need opportunities to              

practice collaboration and creative problem-solving, to work through group conflicts and           

wrestle with challenges that push their critical thinking. Most of all, they need to develop skills                

in self-direction and self-advocacy. With few role models in their families who have gone to               

college, these students need opportunities to explore their areas of passion and define their              

own goals, so that they have the drive to stay in college when obstacles arise and there is no                   

one around to advocate on their behalf. All of these skills, which have no place on                

standardized exams, take a great deal of time to foster, and I question whether an intensive                

focus on test prep leaves time for their development. 

In short, this charter school organization, and many others across the country, have staked              

their reputations on proving that they can help disadvantaged students achieve high test             

scores, but at what cost? Why is it that low-income students of color must spend the bulk of                  

their days on work that emphasizes factual recall, when their counterparts in a wealthier part               

of town likely spend a larger proportion of their time on more meaningful tasks? Does their                

behavior need to be molded so strongly, their time apportioned so narrowly, that they have               

such little opportunity for self-expression? Is that what it takes to raise the test scores of                

disadvantaged students: a tightly controlled environment where kids have little room to be             

kids? 

And what of the teachers? It was clear from our visit that the school attracts highly dedicated,                 

hard-working teachers who care deeply about their students. But when I asked the fifth grade               

science teacher what she craved professionally, she expressed a longing for more time to              



“form relationships” with her students, to focus on them as “teenagers and to meet them               

where they are as teens.” How discomfiting at a school where students are with the staff from                 

seven in the morning until five in the afternoon, that teachers feel there is little time to build                  

relationships with their students. 

At my own school in the future, working with a similar population of students, I hope to seek                  

out a different balance. There’s nothing inherently problematic with having a school-wide            

focus on results or with using assessment to guide instruction. The problem is equating              

“student achievement” narrowly with scores on standardized tests, at the expense of all else.              

Just as much as their wealthier suburban peers, disadvantaged urban students need to engage              

in activities that build intrinsic motivation, help them discover their passions, allow them to              

explore and provide them with opportunities to express their unique identity. Depriving them             

of these opportunities for the sake of raising test scores only deepens the social inequities our                

society has charged schools with addressing. 

To learn more about Lillian Hsu’s work towards a better education, visit her HTH GSE               

digital portfolio at http://lillianportfolio.kaye.to/DP/School_Leadership.html 

http://lillianportfolio.kaye.to/DP/School_Leadership.html
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“Teachers are not there to show the light, but to unlock the chains.” 

 

Teachers pose a variety of definitions for what constitutes a great project. For some, what               

makes a project truly authentic is a final product to be exhibited outside the school               

community. Others believe that the true learning and growth happen in the process of the               

project and the final product is unnecessary. Our thoughts on this have varied over the years.                

This year alone, we have exposed our students to both kinds of project-based learning. On one                

hand, our students created and published a book about cells and the cellular process, as well                

as a graphic novel about teen issues in America. On the other, we have held discussions and                 

seminars where no end product exists. As we started our unit on evolution, we decided to let                 

the learning and the process be the exhibition, but were proud to see it became much more                 

than that. 

In biology our students began talking about evolution and natural selection, while in             

humanities they began to hear about various themes and symbols that exist in literature,              

specifically in the play Inherit the Wind. We gathered the entire team to read through the play                 

and share in the experience of presenting a play for the first time. Seeing the students on stage                  

reminded us of how important coming together as a team of seventy students and three               

teachers can be to set up a climate and culture of academic excellence. Students were willing                

to “get on stage” and read—some of them reading aloud for the first time that year. The                 

following day in their biology class, students were exposed to different readings, from NPR              

articles to readings of biology textbooks from 1914, as well as Edward Larson’s Summer for               

the Gods. Once students had background information about evolution and the 1925 Scopes             

trial in Tennessee, they watched the documentary titled What A Piece of Work Is Man:               

Science and Religion in the 21st
Century by Blind Squirrel Productions. After watching the              

film in class, the students prepared responses to the following three questions that would              

guide their Socratic Seminar the next day: 

1. Who has the right to decide what should be taught in public schools? 

 

2. Are some topics too controversial to discuss? 

 

3. Can science and religion co-exist and should science and religion co-exist? 

By the end of the Socratic Seminar discussions, many students had formed concrete opinions              



on science and religion, while it was clear that some still had no clue what to believe or how to                    

go about deciding. In any case, we were reminded just how thoughtful and compassionate our               

students are towards one another, even while discussing controversial issues. 

Later, our students had a chance to videoconference with the director and producer of the               

film, Scott Strainge and Eric Constantineau, both educators at Timberlane Regional High            

School in New Hampshire. This was the students’ opportunity not only to make a real world                

adult connection with the content covered, but also to ask these men about their lives and                

work. In the hour-long conversation students asked questions ranging from curiosity about            

Scott and Eric’s own personal religious viewpoints, to what it takes to produce a film of this                 

caliber, to how to present all ideas and opinions objectively. The thoughtful dialogue between              

seventy high school students and these two professionals continued for an hour, without             

pause. 

After the conference call we took time to debrief with the students, asking them to reflect on                 

what they would take away from the experience. Many of our students mentioned the mother               

in the documentary who did not want her son to “think for himself” as something they will                 

take with them after this conference. 

“One recollection [from the video conference] was about the mother who pulled her son from               

one of [the authors’] classes because he was ‘teaching him to think for himself’ and how she                 

[insisted] ‘he knows what to think’…. You’d think the right to think, the freedom to conjure                

our own thoughts and ask our own questions would be protected and granted to us. Yet as                 

minors, we live under the jurisdiction of one or more authority figures who have the ‘right,’ in                 

a sense, to take it all away.” 

Many spoke of the importance of hearing and understanding perspectives different from one’s             

own. 

“What struck me was that the producer of the film said that he thought creation and evolution                 

cannot co-exist. Personally, I believe that they can and should co-exist so that it ends the                

controversy. This struck me because it really influenced how I now look at this debate between                

religion and science. I can understand his opinion and respect his answer. I do not agree with                 

it, but at least I got to look at this from his professional perspective.” 

“Honestly, I’m still a believer in Jesus and I think that evolution and the word can co-exist and                  

even connect. But the two speakers today only reinforced this ongoing battle I’ve had ever               



since I decided to become a Christian. The words “hypocrite,” “one-sided,” and “blind” bite              

into me with a painful sting everyday, from Atheists to Agnostics and followers alike, and I                

know why. We put ourselves up on a pedestal saying ‘we’ love everyone and when ‘we’ say                 

everyone, it only means those who share similar beliefs….Sometimes one needs to take a step               

back and examine one’s own personal actions and how they affect those around them, instead               

of focusing on one’s self.” 

“I’m really glad they made this documentary with the idea that people can form their own                

opinions; in fact that was one of their purposes. It’s nice that they got multiple perspectives                

and didn’t disrespect those that they disagreed with.” 

 

As the day concluded, we felt proud of our students. Not only did they present themselves                

professionally and academically to the adult world outside of our school, but they challenged              

themselves and each other in what they believe as truth. If our students gained nothing else                

from this unit but the ability to be critical and inquisitive about what they believe and what                 

they are told, that would be more than enough. 

As Matthew Harrison Brady, the charismatic Biblicist who ran for president multiple times,             

says in the play Inherit the Wind, “I do not think about the things I do not think about.” If our                     

students understand the danger of this statement and thoughtfully avoid falling into the trap              

of limited perspectives, then the time we spent was well worth it. This unit asked our student                 

to do exactly that, and in fact, many of the students brought their questions and ideas home to                  

share with their loved ones. We did not produce a book or a play or even a formal exhibition.                   

In this instance, the most authentic exhibition of their learning occurred at home, at church,               

with friends, or simply at the dinner table. 
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